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ABSTRACT

This exploratory study examined whether there was evidence

to suggest that there was a morar panic about child sexual

abuse in Winnipeg between 1983 and 1985? St,anely Cohen's
I(1980)- definition of "moral panic" forms the basis for seven

criteria which were applied and examined to explore an

interactional-2explanation for child sexual abuse as a sociar
problem. These críteria include an analysis of newspaper

articles, organizational response, communitySleaderst

reactions, communi.ty values, rates of abuse reporting and

substantiated cases, and legislation and socj.al policy

changes. The results show that there is evidence to suggest

that there was a moral panic according to Cohents (f980)

definition and raises additional issues and questions for

study. An interactional analysis is suggested of the

history of child sexual abuse as a social problem as it was

addressed by the Winnipeg community.

1. Stanely Cohen (1980) Folk Devils and Mora1 Panics, St.
Martin's Pres-sr New York.

2. Interactional- Theory exanines the definition of issues
as social problems in a society and draws from
labelling theory

3. 'Community' in this study is defined as the general
public, service providers, experts, Éfovernment policy
makers, and the media.
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I. INTROÐUCTTON

A. fntroduction to the Study:

communitylmembers deverop new awareness about sociar

issues from time to tirne. within the community of experts,

service providers, government policy makers, the media, and

general public there may be reactions of alarm to neÌi¡

information which challenges commonly herd beliefs. rn

r983 ' doubre the newspaper media attention and twice the

previous number of allegations of child sexuar abuse give

some credibiLity to the possibility that there was a moral

panic about child sexual abuse in Winnipeg in the early

1980's. severar interviews with professionals invorved

designing soLutions to the probrem of ehird sexuar abuse.

Data from these interviews suggested that there was a strong

community reaction to the introduction of solutions Lo child
sexuar abuse. those who worked in the child protection

field describe that some parents and professionals went from

not recogni zíng the signs of child sexual abuse anywhere to
identifying signs of chird sexuar abuse amongst the majority

of child related problems. I{as this an over reaction to

child sexual abuse? Did the community members paníc? Was

there social alarm?

I. Note that in this study, "community" refers to the
general public, service providers, experts, government
policy makers, and the media.
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could there have been a moral- panic about child sexuar

abuse? What is a moral- panic? What elements signal that a

moral panic is occurring? A moral panic is a strong

community reaction where the panic or fear appears to be

related to moral values which are charrenged or threatened

in some way. This study comprises the application of

Stanl-ey Cohen's (1980) definition and theory of moral panic

to the social problem of chil-d sexual- abuse in Manitoba in

I983, 1984, and I985.

Cohen (f980) defines moral panic in Folk Devils and

Moral Panics as follows:

Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to
periods of moral panic. A condition, episode, person
or group of persons emerges to become defined as a
threat to societal values and interests; its nature is
presented in a stylized and stereotypical fashion by
editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking
people; socially accredited experts pronounce their
diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved or
(more often) resorted to; the condition then disappears
submerges or deteriorates and becomes more visibl_e.
Sonetimes the object, of the panic is quite novel and at
other times it is sonething which has been in existence
long enough, but suddenly appears in the limelight.
Sometimes the panic is passed over and is forgotten,
except in folklore and collective memory; at other
times it, has more serious and long-lasting
repercussions and night produce such changes as t,hose
in legal and social policy or even in the wêy society
conceives itself .a

2, S.
Press,

Cohen, Folk Devils and Moral Panics
NY) , 1980, p. 9.

(St. Martin's
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By applying the seven criteria that make up Cohen's

(1980) definition of moral panic, this study examines

cultural definitions of social probJ_ems. ft assesses the

media attention to child sexual abuse, social policy

changes, expert opinions, and moral principles about

sexuality and power within an historicaL context to

understand whether there was a moral panic about child

sexual abuse between 1983 and 1985 in Winnipeg.

The report of this exploratory study begins wíth a

l-iterature review, followed by a description of the

methodology and presentation of data, conclusions based on

the findings, and suggestions for future research. The

Iiterature review has three parts. fn the first part, the

historical proeess of shaping and defining child abuse as a

social problem is described. In the second part, the

relationship between the labellers and the labelled in

social probJ-em definition is explored. fn the final part,

an examination is made of literature on fear and moral panic

about child sexual abuse.

B. THE EMERGENCE OF STATE TNTERVENTTON IN CHILD ABUSE

By the end of the nineteenth century, childhood was

recognized as a separate stage during which more protection,

training, sheltering and education were needed (Aries, Ig63;

Sutherland, 1985; I{harf, 1993). The state developed a
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special relationship with "the child" through legal changes

incruding prohibition of child labour, compursory education,

and legislation defining the rights of chil_dren and the

responsibitities of the state when parents.or guardians are

not adequately guiding and protecting children (Bala et aI.,

1991; Meckel 1985; Stadun, 1995; Thomas, Lg72),

The recognition of child physical abuse within the

medical profession emerged after Kempe et al. published an

articre in a medical- journal in 1962 entitled "The Battered-

Child Syndrome". Subsequently, child physical abuse was

recognized as a medical problem and soon legitimized as a

serious social problem requiring immediate attention, Iegal

statutes, legal intervention, and social service

reorganizat-íon (Wharf , L993 ) .

Child sexual abuse came to the attention of the North

American public in the tg70's. First-person accounts of

child sexual abuse, increasing coverage by the media, and an

increase in the rates of child sexual- abuse allegations

resulted in wide-spread new information indicating that the

effects of child sexual abuse were more serious and

prevalent than had been previously thought (ellen, Ig80;

Butler; 1978; Bradyr' 1980) . Chil-dren's rights advocates

struggled to demonstrate how widespread sexual- abuse was

and, as the pubric came to accept the fact that child sexuar

abuse exists, there was general agreement that child sexual

abuse was morally wrong (Finkel_hor, 1984).



fn Manitoba, medical and social- work professionals

started asking chirdren who exhibited behavior probrems

about their histories of séxual abuse. Many confirmed that
they had a history of sexual abuse (nudeck rnterview). The

media coverage increased and a government Ínterested in

advocating for abused children introduced new legislation in
1986 which granted more power to the chitd protection

agencies to intervene when they suspected child sexual abuse

( smi ttr Interview ) .

c. MORAL pANrCS, THE SYMBOLTC MEANTNG OF MARGTNAL

BEHAVTOUR, AND THE MEDTA

The study of behavior that is considered morally wrong,

outside the margins of social norms r op deviant by

mainstream society has typically been split into two

approaches. One approach questions the behavior of the

person who behaved in a marginal fashion by asking, "I{hy did
they do it?", "What sort of people are they?" and "How can

r{e stop the¡n fron doing it agaín?" (Woolgar & pawluch,

1985; Pfohl, 1985). Another perspective explores how the

social problem came to be labelled and understood as

narginal (or outside-the norm) and examines the

interactional processes that contribute to behaviors and

problems being labelled in the fashion that they have been.

The focus of such analysis rnight be, "who is raberring the

behavior as deviant?" and "Who is benefitting from the

social- problen being defined in this way?" and finally,
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"What, is the neaning of the social problem in the larger
social context?" (Becker, 1963; Lernert, lgSI). Such an

interaetional study to labelred behavior examines who has

the power to rabeL deviant behavior and what gives them that
polver. An interactionaL perspective also explores the

labelled persons' experience of being labell_ed and the

syrnbolic meaning of the label and the Labelling process in
the community.

An example of an interactional study was conducted by

HaIl et al-. ( 1978 ), who exprored the poritical biases that
linked perceptions about youth crime with black youth Ín the

'United Kingdom. HaIl et aI. (1978) anal-yze the nedia

presentation of black youth and mugging in their study.

They argue that, threats to traditionar beliefs and varues

like respectability, work, social discipline, and common

sense are the foundation of the American social structure.

When these values are threatened, social_ anxiety is
generated; a. "folk devil' or scapegoat is sought and becomes

the bearer of all the anxiety (Hall et aI., lg7g).

An interactional perspective arso infruenced Konker's

( 1992 ) argument that child sexual abuse represents a

synbolic sociar probLen. Although the psychorogical effects

of child sexual abuse can be serious and long-Iasting for

the chiId, according t,o Konker (LggZ), she questions why

North America is will-ing to scapegoat adurts who sexuarry

abuse children with individualized punishment when the

prevalence of the problem is symbolic of an abusive society.
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Many have argued that the media play an important role
in determining the focus of social fear and panic.

According to Ericson ( r99l ) , neü/s production invorves

drarnatized depictions of social probrems and it is their
presentation, not the events themserves, that create news.

Therefore, by the nedia's choice of experts, the community

is informed about a sel-ect perspective of morality. The

news media clains that they serect information about the

facts in the public interest. This is based on the

principle of neutrality. However, Ericson (lggl) argues

that the news media subtly organize the community by their
choice of topics, sources, and frames of reference. The

pressures editors experience and the choices journalists

make infruence and shape the moral nargÍns of the community.

Cohen's (1980) study of youth behavior in Britain in
the late L960's revealed that when intense media coverage

portrayed youth behavior as a crime wave of epidenic
proportions, that both the youth behaviors and the public

reaction became intensified. According to Cohen (lgBO),

when social anxiety and biased moral beliefs are

operationalized into behavior changes at a societal lever, a

social- condition exists where a moral panic may have been

generated. Cohen's (1980) definition of moral panic

consists of seven elements whích will be discussed in more

detail rater in this study. Briefry, he examines how people

in positions of community influence have structurar power to
prescribe and inplenent changes based on their moral
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opinions, while the media is presenting a skewed image of
the sociar problems being defined. The media presents a

skewed image of the issues while there is fear and panic in
the community about the dynamics of the identified problen.

other eLements of cohen's (1980) moral panic are a high

level of media visibility, a high l-evel- of identification of
the problem by the comnunity, and long-standing legal or
socia1 policy changes. Cohen (1980) appears to be the

originator of this concept of moral panic about social
problems and most researchers who have studied moral panic

refer to Cohen's (1980) original definition and

conceptual ization.

The fashion in which news is reported is as significant
as what is reported, according to Maclean (1g8l). She

argues that the printed nedia incorporate numerous

techniques to bias the presentation of infornation. she

recommends exproring the rogic and facts of the argument.

Her critique of the printed news mediats presentation of

social issues exposes the techniques used to subtly persuade

the reader of a particurar point of view. she shows how

generalizations, which she refers to as "glittering
generalities", can nislead the public. When opinions are

presented as facts or the two are presented without elarity

about which is fact and which is opinion, Maclean (IgSl)

describes this as misreading the reader. Another exampre of
problenatic argument construction that Maclean ( IgSI )

criticizes is "attacking the person and not the arElumentr'.



This technique is sometimes empLoyed when an individual is
singred out and personal issues are raised rather than the

opinions and argument that they are creating that are of
public interest.

D) IS THERE EVTDENCE TN THE LITERATURE OF ALARM AND

MORAL PANTC ABOUT CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE?

"Child sexual abuse seemed safe, though. After all,
who was for it?" asks Hechler (1988), referring to the

puzzLe about why child sexuar abuse created so much media

attention and public anxiety in the early rg80's. He argues

that chird sexual abuse is an "epidemic". He exprores the

deniar that communities showed when awareness about child

sexual abuse was raised. He also reviews how the legal

system' the social services system, and the medicar system

with varying agendas, had to work cooperatively in the best

interests of the child. He argues that the public was

reructant to recognize the prevalence and seriousness of

chil-d sexual abuse because the new information about

prevalence and long lasting effects was so surprising rná

puzzling,, The community seemed to be asking, how coul_d

child sexual abuse be occurring everywhere, according to the

statistics, and be so disguised?

The recent focus on child sexual abuse as a major

social problem cannot be explained in terms of mistreatment

of the child itself but must ínclude an analysis of the

anxieties and contradictions of the values in American
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cul-ture where the punished child abusers function as

scapegoats for a sexually confused and abusive society,

according to Scheper-Hughes (f987) and Konker (IggZ).

Not all experts recognize abuse as a synbolic netaphor

for the society in which it occurs. Edwards & Lohman (1994)

explore the complexity of abuse investigating and media

reporting when they anal-yze two examples of "child sexual

abuse epidemics". one case is from England and the other is

from the Netherlands. In both cases, the argument is made

that the impact of abuse on professionals involved in

investigation is profound, resulting in female abuse

investigators being scapegoated for the community's fear and

in blaming of the child victims. They pol-aríze "real
sufferings" and "mass hysteria" in their argument,

suggesting that these phenomena do not exist simul-taneously

in our communities. They also inply that consistent

criticism of the investigation process in the media is part

of the backlash against believing the destructive effects of

abuse on the child victims. They conclude that complex

abuse cases can create moral- panics. However, Edwards &

Lohman (1994) argue fhat the media scapegoated wonen in

these two case exarnples because the public's fear, lack of

awareness, and attenpts to return to the status quo were

misinterpreted by the media as over-reaction by the child

victim advocates.

Olafson (1994) also examines the media's rol_e in

reporting on child sexuar abuse and charrenges Edwards and
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":'Lohman's (1994) assunption that women r{¡ere singred out by

the media in these exampres. she cites a l-ack of credible
enpirical evidence for Edwards and Lohman's argument as the
probJ-em. orafson (1994) is also critical of the media's

lack of accuracy and lack of sensitivity about chiLd abuse

coverage. However, she cautions that not all questions and

criticism of the handJ-ing of child sexual abuse

investigating constitutes a backl_ash.

chadwíck (1994) echoes this caution and argues that the

sÍdes of this debate are pora rized because extreme views are

conveyed by each side. Given the hígh level of public

anxiety about child abuse and the fact thet it is a complex

sociar issue wÍth no simpre sol-ution, one side may simpry

dismiss the whol-e problen by suggesting that a few

professionals are over-reacting and a segment of the publÍc

can probab-ì-y be Led to beLieve this. However, Chadwick

(1994) points out that another segment of the public,

including both men and women, is untikely to accept a

suggestion that a significant proportion of sexuar abuse

allegations are farse. These people clearry recarr their

own childhood experie-nces and a steadily growing group of
professionals have listened to these first-person accounts.

rntense public debate about child sexual abuse is rikely to
continue and the nedia is rikery to continue to find this

debate exciting and profitable, according to Chadwick

(1ee4).
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There appears to be a recognition in the literature
that the community reaction to chil-d sexual abuse requires
an explanation and that social anxiety or discomfort of some

kind underlies the strong community reaction. The herping
professions and the rnedia representation of social problens

appear to be at odds about the appropriate ways to convey

information about this social problem.

A study exploring the possibility of a moral panic

about chil-d sexual- abuse is Ínconplete without considering

how social values about sexua]-ity were changing in North

Ameriea in the 1980's. Konker (1992) argues that "incest
taboos" are not biologicat mandates but, rather, cuJ-tural-ry

constructed rules which vary fron culture to culture.

Taking a sinirar point of view, Finkerhor (1984) describes

the changing social context within which chil-d sexual abuse

has been addressed. North America recentry has been in a

state of change and confusion about sexuality as a resul_t of
significant role changes among men and women. The

previously understood sexual norms enforced by the church,

parents, and tradition no ronger have regitimacy, resulting

in confusion about wþat hearthy sexuality is. Finkelhor
(r984) is suggesting that this changing socíar context may

have added to the confusion and fear as the community

developed awareness about the prevaLence of chird sexuar

abuse.

This exploratory study examines whether a noral panic

occurred and anal-yzes the community context as part of a
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broader explanation for the apparent focus on chird sexuar

abuse in winnipeg, some child victim advocates have become

concerned that by examining interactionar patterns when

studying abuse, one is contributing to a minimi zatíon of
the responsibility of the individual abusers themserves,

thus reverting back to the centuries of denial about the

existence of child abuse as a serious social problen (carter

et e-L, 1986; woorgar & Pawluch, 1985). wooÌgar and pawruch

( 1985 ) argue that by focussing on the community

interactional patterns of how a sociar problem like child
abuse becomes defined as a social- problem, one is impryidg

that perhaps the probrem is not serious or prevarent enough

to warrant inmediate social action to ameliorate the effects
of the probLen, I{hat woorgar and pawluch (lg8b) seem to be

implying is that some social problems do not require careful
consideration regarding the neaning and irnprications of
legar and social norm changes because of the magnitude of
t,he concerns and the obvious community agreement that the
probrem must be solved r &S in the case of child abuse. The

probrems rerated to child sexual abuse are serious and can

be ameliorated by communíty action. However how the

community response is organized is of utmost significance.

This study explores whether there was an over-reaction by

the community in the process of defining chird sexual abuse

as a social problem.
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E. CONCLUSTON AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

fn summary, HaLl (Ig78), Cohen (1980), and Maclean

(198r) are not suggesting that the media merely create the

news out of conjecture; however, they question the media's

choices to exclude certain information and examíne what

effects this has on pubric perceptions of social issues

They argue that the nedia tend to portray the more extreme

aspects of social problems and that such biased portrayals

of social issues can fuer existing myths, fears, and narrow

assumptions in society whích further alienate individual_s

and groups that are outside the mainstream. when solutions

to social probrems are fuel-ed by fear and social anxiety,

the risk is that such solutions will not incorporate a

consideration of the interactional patterns involving the

labellers of the problem and that sorutions will be made in
haste without consideration for the complexity of the issues

in the community context (Cohen, 1980; HaII, 1gZ8).

This study examines whether there was an over-reaction

in the community to child sexual abuse resulting from fear
and panic. Cohen's (f980) definition provides a nodel of
the elements that make up a moral panic. The criteria

outlined in cohen's definition became a framework within

which to understand the sudden increase in reporting rates

and the increase in printed nedia attention from the

It/innipeg Free Press.
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rT. METHODOLOGY

A. fntroduction to the Methodology:

ître complex interactíonal patterns within which sociar
problems and solutions develop has already been il-lustrated.

Cohen's (1980) definition of moral panic has muLtipJ_e

criteria. The challenge, then, is to create a research

design that analyzes empirical- evidence for each aspect of

Cohents definition of moral panic whil-e remaining open to

additional- information that aids in creating a conceptual

framework for understanding how chil-d sexuaL abuse was

defined and how solutions Ìùere generated in the earry lg80's

in Winnipeg.

Ernpirical data relevant to each of the seven críteria

in cohen's defínitíon of moral panic have been obtained and

evaluated. A combination of research techniques has been

employed, íncluding interviewing, scrutiny of documents,

systematic analysis of printed media, and observation

(Ericson 1991; Lofland & Lofland 1994). Each criterion will

be examined and discussed separately. An interactional

interpretation of the data creates a theoret,ical framework

within which all seven criteria are linked (Becker, 1963;

Cohen, 1980; HaII et aI, Ig78; Lemert, 1951). Cohen's

(1980) seven criteria are: 1) a biased media portrayal;

2) "socially accredited experts" speak about solutions;

3) moral opinion makers give directives to the public;

4l social values and interests are threatened; 5) collective

behavior changes occur; 6) the rates of actual, perceived

15
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and media reported rates of the condition suggest an

overreaction; and 7) there ca,n be long lasting resul_ts in

the comrnunity (See quote on p, 2 of thís study for Cohen's,

1980, original definition). What follows is a brief

description of each criterion, the source of data and nethod

of analysis for each criterion. comments about unavailable

data and shifts in the research design have also been

incfuded.

B. CRTTERTON 1

The nedia may present a stylized and stereotypical view

of a social issue resulting in a biased portrayal of t,hat

social- condition. According to Cohen (1980) the media

frequently incorporate synbolizat.íon, distortion, and

prediction in covering sociaL issues. While the media and

most forms of communication rely on symbols to convey large

amounts of infornation more simply, such choices can present

a misleading or one-sided view of social problems to the

public (Cohen, I980; Hal-I, 1978).

The nedia may create distorted or extreme images by

their choices to include or exclude certain details or by

the enotional tone created by the journalist. For example,

a prediction can be made in a fear-producing way by

speculating about a worsening future and relaying an

atmosphere of alarm or that same infornation can be
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presented in a factuar and logical fashion reaving the

reader to form his or her own opinion and reactions to the

information (Hernan & Chonsky, IgTg; Maclean, lgSl;
sawatsky' 1986). For example, one headrine read: "Reports

of rncest skyrocketing", leaving the reader ararrned that
incidents of incest are suddenry increasing without an

expranatíon. while the article that forlows may provide

statistical information, the context and meaning of this
information may not be detailed enough for the reader to
make informed decisions about the significance of this
information (l{innipeg Free press, IgB3).

SOURCE OF DATA (Criterion l)

The Winnipeg Free Press print,ed 126 articles in 1gg3,

1984, and r985 specificalty about chird sexuar abuse. The

winnipeg Free Press was chosen for content anarysis because

it had the largest circulation of newspapers to winnipeg

readers and because the articÌes were easily accessibre by

thene from the winnipeg Free Press Library. The time period

was chosen because twice as many articres on child sexual

abuse were published during these three years as duríng the
previous five or the foì-lowing five years. (see Figure I
for the number of articres that were printed on chil-d abuse

between 1978 and 1990). A comparison of articres on child
sexual abuse and chird physicar abuse also showed that the
1983 to 1985 time period yierded significantly more articles
on child sexual abuse than child physical abuse. This

seemed puzzlíng and couLd perhaps be related to the way that
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child sexual abuse was being defíned as a social problern.

Such a discrepancy required further study.

The artícIes were reviewed for examples of biass and a

stereotypical view of the problem of child sexual abuse. As

cohen (1980) argued, a biased view of the probrem in the

printed media can influence community reaction and

understanding of a social issue.

ANALYSfS (Criterion 1)

content analysis was the method of choice to anaLyze

the presence of symbols, prediction, and bias in al1 126

newspaper articl-es published between rg83 and lgBS about

chird sexuar abuse. General- categories about what to
incl-ude in the content analysis were derived from cohen

(1980), Sawatsky (1986) and Maclean (lggl). The general

categories include: Effects of and solutions to child
sexual abuse; cause-effect relationships; stated sorutions;
sources of information; message of the article; form of the
article; prediction, patterning, symbols and unsound ways

3. "Bias" refers to information in the articles which was
.presented in an emotional- or specuJ-ative way. Each article
úras evaluated based on the analysis of whether the article
had a sound way of creating an argunent and exanpJ.es of
emotion, speculation, logic, and facts. Appendix A
(Codebook) has more details
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of creating an argument; and finarry, bias and neutrality.
These categories were chosen to assist in exproring what

type of bias, if ãnV¡ r^/as most evident in the newspaper

articles.

The academic literature about child sexual abuse,

psychological- assessment, and treatment provided more

specífic categories about cause, effects of abuse, and about

solutions (Finkelhor, l-984; Friedrich, Igg0; Sgroi, lgBA).

For example, "stated solutíons to child sexual abuse"

categories were: incarceration mentioned alone; probation

mentioned alone; counselling mentioned alone; fines
mentíoned a.Lone; incarceration and probation; incarceration,
probation, and counselling; incarceration and counserting;
probation and counselling; none of the above; and other,
specify.

"Unsound r{rays of creating an argument" had eight

cat,egories. They were: bold assertions; pattern and

prediction; attacking the person, not the argument;

pointing to the enemy; misusing statist,ics; neshing fact
with opinion; band wagon appeal; and glittering

generarities. Each category was defined in the codebook so

that when the articles Írere recoded, the category meanings

would be understood, These categories were made to be as

specific as possibre so that they couLd be corlapsed rater
if they were too specific and detail-ed. The design arso

incorporated the opportunity to add categories during the
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analysis if certain themes emerged fron the data (Lofrand &

Lofland, 1994 ) . Themes that might have been important

during the 1983 to t985 time period were included in the

"message" category, For example, aboriginal child werfare

issues regarding chil-d sexual abuse were included to exprore

how centrar this theme was at that time. The expectation at
the outset of the study was that aboriginal chird welfare

r4¡as a general socia-l- issue in Manitoba within which problem

definitions and solutions were being generated. rnformation

about how these issues were central in defining child sexuar

abuse as a general social problem in the community generarly

would be reveared because this study explores factors from

many points of view and sources

Through an analysis of all L26 articles, a comparison

could be made between the number of neutral and biased

artícles. This províded an overview of the editorts

choices to convey infor¡nation to the public. cu¡nurativery

the content anal-ysis data were then used to come to a final
judgenent about bias by using four categories: facl., Iogic,

specuration and emotíon as central themes in the article.

The content analysis codebook and form in Appendix A and B

provide more detailed information about the content analysis
process.

The first thirty articles were recoded to ensure

cont,inuity throughout the coding process. Three articres
vrere randomJ.y chosen and recoded by two individuals who $rere

uninformed about the research focus. These two individuals
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were given the codebook, the content analysis forms and a

copy of the three articl-es. This was designed as a test to
assess whether the codebook categories were crear and to
examine whether the coding process made sense for the type

of issues being explored by the content analysis. This

recoding procedure adds credibility to the tool and

categories that were designed for use in this study. The

results of the recoding process r^rere generally consistent

with the original coding resul-ts. These results are

discussed in more detail in the MethodoLogicaL post script

at the end of the Methodology chapter,

The codebook guides the coder through a process of

decision making regarding the bias and neutrality{of the

articles. The assumption is that some examples of alr four

categories will be present. Therefore these exampres are

listed on the content analysis form and the coder then

reviews arl the data for that articre and makes a judgement

about whet,her the articl-e is primarily factuar and logical

or falls in one of the other categories. Faetual and

4, "Neutrality" for this study is defined as a factuar and
Iogicar presentatíon of the information in the articre. A
context is provided, the themes and the argument flow
logically, the facts are referenced, and the tone of the
article is not based on an emotional reaction. Appendix A
contains examples.
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ì-ogicar articles are defined as neutral_ and the remaining

are defined as biased. The number of biased and neutrar
articl-es was compared.

c. CRTTERTON 2

cohen (1980) argues that the pronouncement of diagnoses

and sorutions by socially accredited experts is a signar

that a moral panic rnight be occurring. "sociarly accredited
experts" are individual-s who have become spokes-persons for
a cause or who the med,ia consístently quotes so that they
become identified with being an expert on an issue despite
their actual expertíse. For exampre, a school- trustee may

be credited with being an expert on chird abuse when his
actual expertise is in another, fierd leaving t,he pubric

with a misreading perception. what is being counted here

is the newspaperts construction of experts who nay not have

the credibility necessary to speak to an issue as a

community leaderr o? the newspaper's choice not to have

their actual credentiaLs cl-earry stated, thus reaving the

reader to decide whether the infornation is valid.

on some social issues, the generar pubric may becorne

informed and even alarmed by new information about social
probrems, but the actuar analysis and solution deveropment

may still be left to the experts and policy makers.

Therefore, the impression reft by the nedia about socialry
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accredited expert advice can be very significant. (cohen,

1980; Hall, 1978; MacIean, f98I ) .

SOURCES OF DATA (Criterion 2)

The 126 Winnipeg Free press articles published

between 1983 and 1985.

ANALYSIS (Criterion 2)

Content analysis of aII 126 Winnipeg Free press

articres was carried out to determine whether a variety of
experts r4rere sought out and whether certain "socially
accredited" experts T{ere repeatedly quoted and made to
appear credibre despite their expertise in a field other
than chird abuse. Examples from the articles wirr show how

the media used this technique to convey infornation about

child abuse.

categories were designed to count the number of tines
certain themes emerged in the "nature of the quotes".

Additional categories could be added as needed, categories

for the nature of the quotes came from a brief overview of
severar articles on physical abuse and categories coutd be

added during the coding (see Appendix A and B for content

Anarysis codebook anà Forrn). Any patterns or themes that
emerged were noted.

Cumulatively this data provides a compendium of
information about the diagnoses and solutions regarding

child sexual abuse offered by socially accredited experts.
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D. CRTTERTON 3

According to cohen (1980), morar barricades are manned

by editors, bishops, and other right-thinking peopl-e. fn
Britain', when cohen ( r980 ) studied the moral panic generated

in response to yout,h behaviour, bishops and "right thinking
people" may have been the morar opinion-makers who promoted

their viewpoints to the generar publ-ic. However, cohen's

(f980) third criterion has been adapted to the Winnipeg

context by asking who the morar opinion-makers were and what

they did and said about chird sexuar abuse. Morar opinion
makers are influential experts, government policy makers,

service delivery entrepreneursr or the media decision makers

who convey their bel-iefs and ¡noral directives to the public.

They can be politically right-thinking or left-thinking.

They publ-icry announce how serious and prevarent the issue

is and perhaps even suggest what the public reaction should

be (Cohen, 1980; Ericson, lggt; HaIl, et aI, lgZB).

SOURCES OF DATA (Criterion 3)

while the sociaLly accredited experts mentioned in the

newspaper might actually be the community leaders who

conveyed moral opinions and suggestions for solutions to the

pubric, there might also be some descrepancies between the

newspaper's version of who is expert and what actuatJ_y

occurred in the community. The interviews with community

Leaders provide opinions from several points of view. This
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criterion is distinguished from the previous one by cohen

(1980) to develop an understanding of who the morar opinion
readers actually were in the community in addressing child
sexual abuse.

The Winnipeg Free

about who the editors

makers. Both the list

were put forth provide

opiníon nakers.

Press articles provide informatíon

saw as influential moral opinion

of experts and the sol_utions that

one perspective about the moral

Key individual-s and representatives fron key

organízations were interviewed to deverop a retrospective

understanding of the milieu wíthin which explanations and

solutions to child sexuar abuse developed ( see Appendix c

for a list, of all Índividuals interviewed). The interviews
provide another perspective on the extent to which moral

opinion makers shaped the community response to child sexual

abuse. The choice of which organizations to co¡rtact came

out of the newspaper articl-es t most f requently rnentioned

agencies and institutions. The individual-s who were chosen

for retrospective conversations came from both the ner{spaper

articles and persons- who r.rere recommended for consultation

when contacting the organízations.

Local radio call-in shows (cBc & cJoB) were contacted

for a list of their guests and topies between lgg3 and rg85

to expJ.ore whether other media were also covering child
sexual abuse stories and, more specifically, to discover
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whether a public discussion occurred. only the themes of
call-in shows for 1983 at CJOB were available.

ANALYSfS (Criterion 3)

The combination of data from the Winnipeg Free press,

information from the interviews with key individuals and

organizations, and the Radio call-in shows provides a

multidimensional perspective on who the moral opinion makers

were and what they said and did to convey moral opinions

about child sexual abuse (Ericson, lggl; Lofland & Lofland,

f994). ff the interview information points in a sinilar

direction, that is, general agreement on who the moral

Leaders were and what they did, than this criterion wiLl

have been met.

E. CRTTERTON 4

From tine to time, a socíal condition comes to the

pubric attention which appears to threaten societal values

and interests. A social condition develops a name and

certain dyna¡nics that are definable in the Iiterature,

nediar or by persons that are directly involved or affected.

"societar values and- interests" are threatened when commonly

held beliefs or norms in the generaJ- public are challenged

in some way by unfamil-iar infornation (Cohen, Igg0).

Although each society is made up of many different groups

holding a variety of beriefs, attitude surveys and opinion
polls regurarry provide the publ-ic with infornation about

their beriefs and attitudes. cohen (1980) studied morar
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panic in the present as it was occurring. However, this
study attempts to study moral paníc in retrospectively and

therefore, it is not possibre to conduct a community

attitude survey to assess attitude changes.

Two questions flow out of Cohen,s (Igg0) criterion

about threat to values. First, in what ways might child
sexual abuse threaten social interests and values? second,

T./as the community alarmed in some way about child sexuar

abuse? Evidence that suggests that there was community

ararm about child sexual abuse has been gathered. However,

it is difficurt to measure and compare t,he community al-arm

and over reaction with carm and proactive planning which

wiII also have occurred because of the difficuLty in
empirically defining "community aIarm".

SOURCES OF DATA (Criterion 4)

To answer the first question about the reasons for
increased awareness about chird sexuar abuse resurting in a

perceived threat to societal interests and values, the

acadenic literature has aJ-ready been reviewed and shows that
experts in the field recognized a perceived threat or even

perpetuated a sense pf social alarm about chil-d sexual

abuse.

This framework provides a backdrop within which to
explore the ansr^¡er to the second question. Was the

community alarmed in some way about child sexual- abuse? The

winnipeg Free Press articles and the interviews with key
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individuals and organizations can provide examples of alarm

about child sexual abuse in the community.

one additional- source of data is a previ-ousry conducted

survey. The Winnipeg Area Survey is Located in the

department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. It

was conducted in 1981, l-983, 1984, and in 1986 became an

annual survey. The 1984 and 1988 surveys asked some

questions relating to family vaì-ues and attitudes about

child sexual abuse. Between 400 and 600 Winnipeg Residents

ü/ere randomly interviewed by tel-ephone. Responses to

questions which appeared to be rel-ated to family val_ues were

selected to understand community attitudes about fanily

relationships, abuse in relationships, and traditional

fámily va.l-ues (al-though this term is loosely used in thís

study).

ANALYSfS (Criterion 4)

Three sources the WinnipeÉ Free Press, interviews,

and survey results provide an overview of community beliefs

and attitudes about fanily vaLues and child sexual abuse in

the early 1980's. The interpretation of this data creates a

context wit,hin whieh to understand the dynamics that

influenced al-arm in the community about child sexual- abuse.

F. CRTTERION 5

When Cohen (1980 ) states that "T.rays of coping" evolve

or are resorted to, he is referring to changes in collective
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behavior that coul-d result from a community's alarm and

focus on a particular social problem. The most like]y

empiricaL signs of such colÌective behavior changes are at
an organizational Ievel (Blumer, IgTI; SmeJ_ser, f962).
social Agencies and institutions which had chirdren in their

care or were in some other way invorved either in raising

awareness about or responding to child sexual abuse are the

most likely to have changed their operationaL guidelines or

developed new policies during the Ig80ts.

SOURCES OF DATA (Criterion 5)

fnquiries r^rere made to six organizations regarding any

policy and guideline changes that were made about child

sexual abuse in the rg8Ots. These r^rere: The school- system

( the Manitoba Teachers' society and the Fort Gary school

Division); wínnipeg child and Family services (forrnerry

chiLdren's Aid society of winnipeg and Eastern Manitoba);

the Child Protection Centre; the Manitoba Adol_escent

Treatment Centre; the ï{innipeg Police Departnent; and

Klinic. (See Appendix D for descriptions of the role of

each org,a'nization in the community). These six

organizations were chosen because they were most frequently

referred to in the T{innipeg Free Press articles and,

therefore, r^rere thought to be influential and involved in

addressing the issues of chird sexual- abuse ¡ &t least in the

eyes of the editors (l,ofland & Loftand, Igg4).

The interviews with key individuars are another source

of data. The key individuals who were interviewed for this
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study were asked about numerous issues and any information
that specifically rel-ates to orga'nízationar poliey changes

was used to assess thís criterion.

ANALYSIS (Criterion 5)

Phone interviews began by asking each organization's

receptionist for the best person to speak to the issue of
policy and guideline changes in the early 1980's. rn a few

instances, the person that had been suggested referred the

question to another organizatíonaL representative. The

person that was identified was then tol-d that the study was

about the history of child sexual abuse in Manitoba and they
rdere asked to comment about any guideline or policy changes

that may have been carried out by their organí?,ations

between 1983 and 1985 related to child sexual abuse.

During the phone interviews, this information was

docunent,ed by the interviewer. Additionar questions about

the reasons for the changes and any recorrections about the

diremmas faced by the organization were explored if the

interviewee was willing to engage in a conversation. The

individual was also asked for written documentation to
substantiate their comments. Finally, the person was asked

whether their organí'zation's name and their name and titre
coul-d be used in the final report of this study.

The summarized descriptions from each organization and

key individuars about the changes in colrective behavior

that employee groups made creates a synopsis for this
criterion. rf the data point in the same direction, that
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org,a-nizations faced new dil-emmas and developed poricies and

guidelines about child sexual abuse in the l9B0's, then this
criterion wilf have been met (Lofland & Lofr-and, rgg4). rt
is difficult to determine whether these changes would have

occurred despite panic and moral fear regarding chitd sexual

abuse, however exploring these issues in more depth is
beyond the scope of this study and requires further

research.

G. CRTTERTON 6

According to Cohen ( 1980 ) , a social condition appears

and may disappear or deteriorate but nay continue to be

visibl-e in the media. rn essence, this means that there is
something about the perceived and actual rates of a social
problem and the media reporting about the rates of the

problem that create the suggestion that there was alarm or
overreaction by the community. To measure this variabre,

rates of reported allegations of child sexual abuse and

rates of substant,iated cases of child sexuar abuse were

compared to the level of media visibitity of the issue (here

referring to coverage by the Wínnipeg Free press and any

relevant data from the radio call-in shows). The

assumptíon is that the revel of media visibiJ-ity, reporting
rates and substant,iation rates wourd remain rel-atively

steady if there was not a moral panic.
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SOURCES OF DATA (Crirerion 6)

Rates of reported and substantiated cases of chird
sexual abuse were obtained from the winnipeg chird and

Family services Annuar Reports and statistics canada

Crininal Court records. The tine period for these

statistica] comparisons included the rgz0's, rgg0ts, and the

1990's.

ANALYSfS (Criterion 6)

Substantiation rates, reporting rates, and nedia

visibility were summarized and compared. Definitions and

interpret,ations of these categories will be discussed in
more depth in the "Presentation of Data" Section.

H. CRTTERTON 7

"sometimes the object of the panic is quite nover and

at other times it is something which has been in existence

long enough, but suddenly appears in the limelight.
sometimes the panic is passed over and is forgotten, except

in folkl-ore and corrective memory i at ot,her times ít has

more serious and long-J-asting repercussions and might

produce such changes as those in Ìegal. and social poricy or

even in the way =oci"ty conceives itself ,,.5

5. Cohen ( 1980 ) , p. 9.
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such changes in legisl-ation, social normsr or fol-krore

are empirical signs of a moral panic, according to Cohen

(1980). Blumer (1971), Hall- (199I), and Smetser (1962) echo

this prernise.

SOURCES OF DATA (Criterion 7l

The changes in legislation, social normsr op folklore

regarding child sexuaL abuse will be summarized. The rg83

to 1990 time period will be examined because if there was a

moral panic between 1983 and 1985 then that, period and the

next 5 years are a reasonabl-e time period in which to expect

these changes to have occurred. Expected findings include

the changes to the chird and Fanily services Act ( 1996 ), the

development of the childrents Advocate office, the Teacherts

Guidelines, and other socj-al norm changes that rnight be

referred to by key índividuals and representatives from

organízat,ions that were interviewed for this study.

ANALYSTS (Criterion 7l

The information collected from these sources was

summarized and interpreted to provide a time Line and a

conceptual framework to understand the legislative and

normative changes that occurred relating to chil-d sexual

abuse. If the data point to long-Iasting changes in

legisl-ation, sociaL norms or public perceptions, then this

criterion h/as co¡tsidered to have been met.
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r. CONCLUSTON OF METHODOLOGY

The seven criteria that make up Cohen's (1990)

definition of moral panic form a conceptual framework for
understanding the interactional processes that contributed
to social problem and solution deveropment about chird
sexual abuse in the earJ_y 1980's in Winnipeg. Thís

framework then provides a basis from which to ansr4rer the
question of whether there was a morar panic about child
sexual- abuse according to Cohen's (1980) definition.

J. Methodologiical Post, Script,:

Collection

Discoveries During Data

a ) fntroduction

several noteworthy discoveries were made during the

data corlection process. They incLude observations about

the process of interviewing key individuals, research

decisions during the content analysis of the winnipeg Free

Press articl-es, and the results of the recoding process

( Lof l-and & Lof land, 1994 ) .

b ) fnterviewing observations:

Three issues wele noted about t,he interviews. First,
when more preparation was done with interviewees in advance

of the interview, the person tended to be well- prepared and

provide a more comprehensive overview of their ideas, Both

John chudzik and Murier smith were spoken to by phone, and

were sent a brief outline of the interview questions, a one

page review of the I{innipeg Free press articre thenes r 8s
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well- as the informed consent form ( See Appendix E for copy

of Audio consent Form). Because these interviews resulted

in such comprehensive frameworks for understanding the

Provincial changes regarding chil_d sexual_ abuse in a way

that was not documented anywhere, a summary of each of these

interviews has been included in this Report (See Appendix F

for a summary of Muriel Smith's interview and Appendix G for

a summary of John Chudzik's interview).

Second, when phone intervievrs were attempted, people

were unprepared but quite willing to take time to discuss

this issue. The responses tended to be more spontaneous and

more focussed on one or two things that stood out in
people's memory at that moment. Each interview approach had

merit in accessing a unique type of information in this

retrospective study

Third, in an attempt to present an unbiased version of

the interviews with community readers and members, copies of

the summaríes of interviews were presented to the

individuals for comments and suggested changes to ensure

accuracy. AlthouÉh the facts of the summaries $rere not

changed, the context- and wording were changed in most

summaries by the individuals who had been interviewed to

more clearly represent their ideas.

c) Content Analysis Changes: During the content

analysis process, several discoveries were made that 1ed to

omitting a large portion of the content analysis form (See

Appendix B for a sample of which pages were omitted). ft
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was evídent early in the analysis that size of the article
and information about the form of the articl-e rdere not as

useful as information about syrnboJ-s, themes, and problematic

argument construction. Form refers to the size and location

of the articre and headline in the newspaper. rnfornation

about form was not as readi ry avairable and there appeared

to be little variation in forrn and al_so in newspaper

circulation rates which might be an indicator of the effects

of Form changes. Therefore information about forn was

eliminated from the study.

The category "Nature of the Quote" required several

codes when there were five or six quotes in an article.

This category did not prove to be as useful_ or significant

in addressing the criteria as original_Iy thought. This may

have been because the categories were too broad. When the

results r{¡ere tabulated, most of the quotes in a single

article were about the same theme. Therefore, in the

Tabulation of the Content Analysis results, the "Nature of

the Quote" category has a single code for each article

instead of separate one for each quote for each article.

Because this informat,ion was tabulated in this fashion, the

results were not used to strengthen the argument in the

results section of this study,

d) ResuLts of Recoding: The coders were given t,he

coding book with no explanation other than to code the

articLes according to the instructions, The two coders

h¡ere given three randomly chosen articles and the codebook.
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of particular interest were the resurts for bias and

neutraLity which resurted fron the decisions about whether

the article as a whore was factual, logical, specurative,
and/or emotional. one coder had the same results as the

investigator. The other coder commented that the

categories were inadequate for one of the artícles and she

wouLd have preferred to add a category that did not
previously exist. However, she was abl-e to make a choice

that reflected the same code as the original, which was

"bias" for that particular articl-e. For the final analysis
of whether the articre was considered biased or neutrar, the

recoding had 100% of the same resul-ts as the investigator's

coding.

The "message of the article" category r^ras assessed to

have categories that r{¡ere too broad and overlapping.

However, this category was not considered to be a primary

measure of criteria one or two. Therefore, the coding

format designed for this study can be considered generalry

credible for use in this study.
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III. PRESENTATTON OF DATA

A. fntroduction

The infornation relevant to each criterion wirl be

reviewed and interpreted separately. changes that resulted
from the availabil-ity of data will be noted.

B. Criterion I
A review of the themes of the articles generally

pointed to numerous articles during r983 and earÌy lgg4

documenting incident.s of abuse, court case stories, and

exarnples from the community. rn I984, the newspaper reported
on the Badgley ReporÉ and began to report some of the

problens with professional coordination of services.
During 1985, the school system's response to chird sexual-

abuse and further coordination problems between the systems

responding to the issue were identified.

6. The Badgrey Report: rn Lg84 the results of a three-year
Federally funded canâtlian study were released. The study
explored the prevarence of child sexual- abuse, the comnunity
and relationship dynanics and treatment issues. This report
is frequentry referenced for evidence about the prevarence
of child sexuar abuse in canada. rt showed that one in twogirls and one in three boys had experienced unwanted sexual-
advances before age eighteen. Further detailsof this study
are presented elsewhere in this study.
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A case that occurred in Aprir, rgB4 drew international

attention to several issues, including child sexuar abuse

and aboriginal child welfare issues. cameron Kerrey was

convicted of murdering his adoptive father after years of
sexual abuse. Cross-cultural adoptions, international-

placements of chirdren, and the community deception in chird

sexual abuse cases were debated in the media as a result of

this case. Manitoba aboriginar communities raised the issue

that aboriginar children like cameron were being praced in
white homes in the united states because of community bias

about aboriginal family values and capabilities to raise

displaced chiLdren.

Content analysis of the J-26 Winnípeg Free press

articles counted the number of predictions in each article

as well as the number of misleading symboJ_s. The

predict,ions and symbols together with the unsound ways of

creating an argument were part of the infornation coders

used in the finar decision about bias and neutrality of the

article. Predictíons, according to Cohen (1980), can

present a mj-sleading- suggestion to the reader about the

impending future of a social condition when evidence is not

availabl-e for such a prediction. These indicators of bias,

together with the unsound ways of creating an argument were

considered in coning to a final qualitative judgement about

whether the article was biased or neutral.
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Analysis of the prediction category showed that the

most frequent prediction was that "incidents of child sexual
abuse wilr íncrease or the situation wirl get lvorse".

sixteen percent of the articres made such predictions in
1983 while 9% ¡nade this prediction in lgg4, and .l_ess than

half of that number in 1985 (4x¡ (see Appendix H for more

details of the Results of content Anarysis ) . According to
the interactional perspective, this wourd suggest that the

number of concerns being expressed about a worsening social
condition were higher in the earJ_y stages of the increasing
nedia attention. The number of predictions seemed quite low.
compared to what Cohen (Igg0) found.

unanticipated categories of prediction that energed

from the content analysis are: chil-dren wontt feel_ safe to
disclose abuse without changes in poricy (in l9gs, ro% of
the articles made this prediction, other years O%);

expecting the community to lose confidence in social service
response to child sexual abuse ( r0% average for all three
years' which is L3/126 articres) nade this prediction.

symbors were defined as irnages that had a misreading

message, leaving the reader to guess about their actuar
meaning. For exampre,, one headrine read: "sexuar abuse of.
infantsr preschoolers'tremendous problen,". This indicates
that a significant problem exists. However, the articre was

not specific about what the facts actuarry were and did not
create a credible argument about the theme of the headline.
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seventy-eight percent of the articles contained 2 to 5

symbols per article

Broad generar ízations r,\rere quoted in about one-third of
the articres which seemed to both mísread the pubric and

fuel misunderstandings between public officiars. The

printed press seemed to seek out opposing points of view,

not with an eye toward presentíng a bal-anced perspective,

but with the resul-t of reporting personal- attacks between

public officials. This technique was more noticeable in the

1983 and early 1984 articles. For exampre, a rawyer was

quoted as saying that "cAS routinery ignored complaints of
abuse by children" but gives no evidence. A CAS board

member was quoted as saying that a pubric controversy over

an abuse arregation in another cAS region wourd not have

occurred in his region. rn another articre he explained

that he was misquoted. The printing of these personar

attacks seems to have exacerbated misunderstandings between

groups that were atternpt,ing to design sorutions to child
sexual- abuse.

Other examples of t,he fashion in which the printed
press contributed to a biased view of child sexual- abuse

were seen in it,s reprinting of stories when little new

information was available and occasional sensationalizing of
extreme details of a case. one child sexual abuse case r4ras

reported as involving cannibalism and murder, according to
the prosecution of that court case. This detail- was listed
in five dífferent articles even when Iittle new information
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was avaita'ble about the court case to warrant another

article. rn another example, fifteen articles were printed
on a case where the judge reprimanded a social worker for
poor investigative work. There did not appear to be enough

new information to print more than three articles.

Of the 126 articles for all three years, 6g% of the

articles r^rere coded to be biased and 3l% of the articles
hrere coded as neutral ( factual änd logicar ). This is a

significant portion of written, detaiJ-ed information that
was being conveyed to the pubric in a misreading and anxiety
provoking fashion. This criterion of Cohen's (Igg0)

definition of moraL panic has been met.

C. CRITERTON 2

A wide variety of socially accredited experts were

consulted and quoted in the l{innipeg Free press articres.
rn arr three years, the content analysis showed that L47

experts and public figures were quoted by the newspaper;

more than one per article on average. This suggests that a

wide variety of perspectives and voices spoke to the issue

of child sexual abuse in the printed press.

of the experts and pubric figures that were quoted on

child sexuar abuse issues, 68% were quoted by the newspaper

and presented as having expertise about child sexual abuse

when their title and background were not in the field of

43
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abuse. Four examples of this phenomenon forrow. First,
defense lawyers' comments about the details of t,heir cases

h¡ere presented as information about chird sexual abuse

issues without questíon or arternative perspectives. second,

school board members and social agency board members r./ere

given a status sinilar or greater than professional experts

in the fietd of child abuse. Third, opposition Menbers of
Parliament who r^rere conmenting about cl-inical- chil-d abuse

issues were seldom questioned or countered with alternative
perspectives in the articles. And finally, an artistic

director and her actors became the spokespeople for
awareness raising about child sexual abuse in the printed

nedia in 1983 and early 1984. fn a sinilarly puzzlíng

fashion, out-of-province experts râ/ere frequently given

credibil-ity by the newspaper primarily due to their out-of-
province status since their professional credentials were

seldom described.

This evidence shows that the media did not distinguish

crearry between socíally accredited experts and credibl-e

experts in the fiel-d of child sexual abuse creating a

greater possibitity that the community was being misinformed

about abuse

D. CRTTERTON 3

Three sources of data provide a summary of who the

moral- opinion-makers were and what they did. These are the

winnipeg Free Press articles, the interviews, and the radio
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call-in shows. The information about moral opinion makers

that came from the radio caLr-in shows was not detailed
information because cBC radio had no records dating back to
l-985 about topics and guests. CJOB had deposited their
records for the Peter warren call-in show at the university
of Manitoba Archives. However, only partial records for
r983 h¡ere avairabre. rn septenber of 1983, shortry after
the winnipeg Free Press had started their run of 15 articres
about a sociar worker who was reprimanded by a judge for not
being more responsive to the signal-s of child sexual abuse,

cJoB's Peter warren, who has a daily norning carl--in show,

had guests on september rt, 12, and lg which consisted of
paners of experts who spoke to the issue of child sexual

abuse. The list of names of experts for these topics is
incomplete. However, the information does confirm that
there was some community conversation and debate about the

issue of chil-d sexuar abuse in rg83. unfortunateJ.y there is
no evidence to show whether these were the only
conversatíons of this type that occurred. rt is unlikery,
however this is merely speculative.

As arready shown, the winnipeg Free press reLied on a
variety of experts and public figures as sources of
information. The most frequently quoted individuals were:

Murier smith (community services Minister for the governing

New Dernocratic Party quoted in rr articles ) ; John chudzik
(rhe Provincial coordinator for child sexuar Abuse quoted in
8 articles); Brian Dixon (schooJ- Trustee in Fort Gamy
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school Division quoted in 6 articles ) ; Lesree sirvernan
(Actor's showcase Director and producers of "Feering yes,

Feeling No" providing pubric education for the schoor system

quoted in five articles the Feeling yes, Feeling No

program is described ín more detair rater in this section);
Dr. charlie Ferguson (crrild protection centre Director in
four articles ) ; Crown Attorney Janine LeMere in four
articl-es and Bud Sherman (Opposition Critic for the

conservative Party 1983 and 1984 quoted in three articres).
Klinic Tlras al-so mentioned as being the organizing group for
many of the local conferences that raised awareness about

chird sexual abuse between LgSg and 1gg5 (see Appendix D for
a description of Krinic's service role in the community).

fn my interview with Muriel Smith, she referred to
John chudzik, Dr. charlíe Ferguson, and Norma Mccornick
(Therapist with the Manitoba Adolescent lreatment Centre and

Manitoba Representative to the Badgrey comurission) as some

of the key individuals who influenced a community response

to child sexual abuse. Snith also referred to the

aboriginal community and the chird and Faniry services
community Boards as having had significant infl_uence on the

rate of reporting anif the evolution of service provision.

smith expraíned that the reorganizatíon of the chirdren's
Aid society occurred more rapidry than originally planned in
response to growing pressure from the aboriginal community,

who were concerned about the lack of curtural sensitivity
and community representation in the child protection agency,
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which had high numbers of aboriginar chirdren in foster
care.

The "Feeling yes, Feeling No" school program was

designed by a drama group to raise awareness and prevent

child sexuar abuse. The group negotiated with the schoors

to perform prays which inforrned children about ways that
adults might touch them that is wrong, uncomfortable, and to
which they courd say no. There r.rere adul-ts available at the

end of each performance to tal-k with chirdren who had been

sexually abused so that they could disclose to someone and

arrangements could be made for an investigatíon to occur.
This program was mentioned in all interviews as a

significant factor in awareness raising and increases in
reporting of abuse by children. one-fifth of the newspaper

articres printed in 1983 were about this program. Art,hough

it was promoted as a prevention program, it appears to have

been an identification tool since severar interviewees
described how referrals for abuse services increased

inmediately foLlowing each school presentation (chudzik and

Hudeck intervieú¡s ) .

These four individuals, Murier smith, John chudzik, Dr.

charlie Ferguson, anir Norma Mccormick, were most frequently
mentioned to in arr the interviews as the key individuals
who both infl-uenced solution development and affected
community perceptions about chiLd sexuel abuse. These

moral opinion makers each said and did specific things that
kept the child sexuaL abuse issue in the forefront of social_
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service delivery in Manitoba and raised awareness in the

community about its seriousness and prevalence. Muriel_

snith is credited with "having her heart in the right pJ.ace"

and being responsive with poricy changes and financial
backing agencies designing solutions.

In 1985 five infants died in a four month period.

These situations were investigated to explore whether

parental negligence hras present and whether the deaths,

therefore, courd have been avoided if chird protection

agencies had been ínvolved in a more central rr'ay. chudzik

described how there r4rere many political and personal attacks
made on smith when these deaths occurred. "Government

initiated a major systems Review, not just of the chird
protection systern but of arr the other systems involved in
the coordination of service for chird abuse. The review

rooked at funding, staffing, training, and treatment plans,"
(chudzik rnterview).

John chudzik is credited with having worked behind the

scenes by negotiating with the lega1 system, the school

system' the medical system, and the sociar services system

to encourage and promote a coordinated response to chird
sexual abuse despite varying mandates. He is al-so seen as

having taken a public stance to raise awareness about t,he

prevalence of chird sexual abuse. He was described by at
least half of those interviewed as having advocated for
solutions that coordinated the numerous systems involved
and were permanently funded. The protocols to coordinate

48
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the professional systems in response to child abuse were

l-ater incorporated into the 19g6 changes to the chitd and

Family services Act. This meant that any professionars were

required by 1aw to report suspected child abuse

Norma McCormick represented Manitoba on the BadgJ_ey

Commission (Federal study involving 3 years of daLa

correction, published in r984). The Badgley commission was

mentioned by all interviewees as drawing the community's

attention to the Natíonal- statistics that r in 2 girls and r
in 3 boys had been victims of unwanted sexuar acts before

the age of 18. The Badgley Report defined "unwanted sexual

acts" âs being exposed to, being touched on a sexual part of
the body, and attenpts to assault or being sexually

assaulted..7 Therefore this definition incruded one-tine
sexual approaches by strangers. The Report then goes on to
clearly distinguish between sexual assaurts that invorve

direct contact and rape. "Four in 100 young females have

been raped" Í

did not accurately distinguish between these different

definitions of sexual abuse, nor did it report any actuar

stat'istics from the report. However, it was nentioned in

two articles that the Badgley Report was 1,300 pages in

length. This suggests that the

The newspaper coverage of the Badgley Report

7.

8.

Badgley, 1984, p. 1.

fbid., p. 2.
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ner{rspaper did not recognize the facts to be as significant
as the magnitude of the report. This is odd, considering
that the headl-ines rery information about the pervasÍ_ve

abuse statistics that vrrere rel-eased. When McCornick was

questioned about, how these statistics distinguished between

ongoing child sexual abuse over a period of years in a

family and a single unexpected, unwanted sexuar advance by a

stranger in a public prace, Mccormick stated that the nedia.
highlighted the prevalence statistic without differentiating
between different types of abuse and that aII these unwanted

experiences were rumped together in the media pubr ícízed
statistics. This created a very nisreading context for
understanding the preval-ence of abuse in families. rt seems

significant that the morar opinion makers at the tine did
not publiclv challenge the nisreading perception created by

the media, but appear to have recognized this as an

opportunity to chaLlenge centuri.es of denial, Iack of
arlrareness, and secrecJ¡ about abuse by highrighting this

"prevalence" statistic.

Dr. Charlie Ferguson is also seen as having been a

strong chird advocate who raised awareness about both the

prevalence of sexuar abuse and the conprexity of designing

effective sorutions, arguing for permanent funding for
services to address the effects of abuse at his organízation
(the child Protection centre) and ersewhere (For a review of
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the complete list of all individuars interviewed, see

Appendix C).

These morar opinion makers, when interviewed, said they
sar^¡ it as their role and social responsibility to raise
community awareness about the prevalence of child sexual

abuse because of the secrecy, thrreats to children not to
terl, and the negative effects that abuse and deception can

have on chirdren. They appear to have had a significant
role both in the printed press and elsewhere in conveying a

morar concern and need for in¡nediate solutions to the newly

identified problem of chird sexual abuse. There is some

evidence to support this criteria, however because this
criteribn is difficuLt to measure, it difficult to determine

whether it has been entirely met.

E. Criterion 4

The riterature review has already described that child
abuse experts perceived social ararm in the community about

chird sexual abuse. Three additionar sources of data
yielded information about social alarm and perceived threats
to societal val-ues and interests. The first is a review of
relevant infornation in the winnipeg Free press Articres,
the second is the interviews with key individuals, and the

third is data from the winnipeg Area survey in r9g4 and

1988. These three sources of data provide evidence about
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the existence of alarm and arso an understanding of the

dynamics that influenced a sense of social ararm in the

community about child sexual abuse.

i ) The Winnipeg Free press articles:

The Winnipeg Free Press presents an atmosphere of
urgency and ararm about child sexual abuse between Igg3 and

1985 by the i-ncreased number of articl-es and the biased

coverage that had the potentiaL to mislead the public as

already demonstrated. rn 1983 and earry rg84, more than

half of the reports were about incidents of abuse or front
page articles about the dramatic increase in reporting, By

r985, the stories in the articles were shifting from stories
about incident,s of abuse to poricy changes and social
service delivery issues identified by experts, the

community, and government opposition members.

The Badgley Report was mentioned by al1 those

interviewed as having had a significant effect on the

community perception about the prevalence of chiLd sexuar

abuse. Both the professionar community and parents seem to
have taken note of tl" new information about the secrecy and

denial- about child sexual abuse, but aLso about the
prevalence.

Hal-f of the persons interviewed for this study referred
in some form to the statistics that the Badgrey Report

listed: one in two female and one in three mare children
have experienced unwanted sexuar advances before age
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eighteen (Badgley Report Summary). What the Winnipeg Free

Press articles never clearly described were the actual

statistics or the meaning of the definition. However

during 1984, Ì8 articles and 9 editorials discussed the new

inforrnation about the prevalence of child sexual abuse in

Canadian society nisleading the public by o¡nission. The

reaction by many professionals was reported as "shock" in

the interviews conducted for this study. This seemed to be

in response to the statistics in the Badgley Report which

were not clearly defined in the printed press. Attitude

surveys would have had to be eonducted to show whether the

communj-ty generally experienced shock, and how that affected

decisi.ons that were made regarding sociaÌ policy about child

sexual abuse

fi) fnterviews wíth Key individual-s and organizations:

The interviews conducted for this study reveal-ed t,hat the

social service delivery system was in a state of anxiety and

crisis between 1983 and 1985. John Chudzik, the

Provincial Abuse Coordinator from 1981 to the present,

described the systens which responded to child sexual abuse

as being in crisis. The community alarm appears to have

been a conbination oÎ organízational crisis and a crisis of

the coordination of these systems creating alarm in the

professional community.

The systems r^rere in crisis and the reportíng rates $rere
increasing quickty. The initial stage was shock, because
the increase n reports was overwhelming. Initially, there
was some minimization that the prevalence of abuse does not
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exist, sone schoor systems seemed the most concerned about
farse alregations against teachers. However graduarry,
government has continued to emphasize a coordinated inter-
discplinary and inter-departnentar systems approach. Theprotocols for each system became an essentiat part of the
framework (Chudzik Interview).

several key individuals also mentioned that the timing
of the decentralization of children's Aid society in l_gg4

could not have been worse (Appendix l0 contains a Time Line

of significant Events). During a time when awareness was

being raised in the schools resurting in more disclosures,
the child protection workers were starting to ask whether a

history of child sexual abuse accompanied behaviors rike
running, aggression, and delinquencyr aII resulting in
increased disclosures.

Aboriginal children r{¡ere represented in disproportionatery
high numbers in the child welfare systen. Department
social workers were encouraging then to become more
assertive in seeking their rigñts and in finding a voice.
several hundred signed up for the 1983 Annual Generar
Meeting of Children's Aid Society of Winnipeg.....The
Department of community services had been operating an
extended participative planning exercise designed to
organize Winnipegts Children's Aid Services into six
regional areas, each with its own community based board.
The intention was to root awareness of what was happening to
chil-dren as broadly as possible in the community....This
process was acceleraÊed and the six agencies established twoyears ahead of the original tinetable (surith rnterview).

All sources who commented on the effects of organizing
into the community boards agreed that the increased

community connection resulting from a more conmunity based

service also increased the number of disclosures and

referrals to the child protection agency because the service
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was more accessible and seen as more trustworthy (Hudeck,

Snith fntervier,rs).

one of the results of the decentrarízation process

within the chifdren's Aid society was that there was great

fear and crisis among sociar workers themselves because of
the way the decentra rízation process rdas introduced and

implemented in some regions. Hudeck recalls, "The

reorganizaLion process was very difficult for direct service
providers. There was Iittle planning prior to

decentrarization about how to naintain the service through

the transition. All areas of specíal-ízal'Lon were disbanded

and workers became generic again. This meant initial

confusion and fear for nany workers who were in new

circumstances doing unfamil-iar investigations that they were

not trained for" (Hudeck fnterview). The result r{as

confusion and lack of crear direction for both sociar work

employees and clients who were in a most vuLnerabre position

of going through an investigation process. rt has been shown

that family members, child victins, and adurt abusers arr
experience t,he process of abuse investigations as stressful
and potentially damaging (Konker, LggZ; Sgroi, IggZ; Trute,
Adkins, and MacDonald, 1994). "Socia.l- workers who were

trained in adoptions were suddenly doing sexual_ abuse

invest,igations wíthout any training, for example. This left
the agency and the social workers at risk for naking

mistakes and arso left clients of the agency at risk for
poor service coordination" according to Hudeck (Hudeck

55
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rnterview). John chudzik, the provincia.l- coordinator of
ChiId Abuse echoed this opinion.

The school systen experienced its own crisis as

teachers and administrators attempted to determíne how best

to respond to increased awareness about chiLd sexual_ abuse.

srnith recalls that in some regions the school systein seemed

concerned that- teachers were at risk for being falsely
accused of sexuaÌl-y abusing children.

concern was expressed about whether chirdrents testimony
could be relied on. The child psychologists claimed that a.chird se-ldom l-ied about abuse. over against that was sorDegrowing evidence that the plethora of sexualry expricit
television, videos, books and magazines oft,en avail_abre inchil-dren's homes, pl-us their active irnaginations, wereproducing â precocious awareness and vocabulary that night
contami-nate the evidence (Smith interview).

The generar comrnunity seened to be affected by the ner4r

awareness about child sexual- abuse. The present Associate
Director of the child Protect,ion centre, Margot Buck, was

working in socíal services in British col_umbia between lgg3

and 1985, however she refrected on the changes she recarred

across canada. "Everyone T.ras interested in sexual abuse,

but few people were interested in physical abuse", she

recarls. "All the emphasis on sexuar abuse raised a panic

in the general conmunity. There was sonething about sex and

sex with chirdren that was so apparling to people...many

parents were fearful that their chil-d was being abused

(Buck rnterview). According to Buck, some adurts who had

been abused in childhood r.eere attenpting to guide and

protect their or^rn children but were looking for signs of
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abuse that sometimes were not there. she says, "The nedia
paid a great- deal of attention to sexual abuse, far greater

than they had to physical abuse. But media enphasis on

sexual- abuse also raised a panic in the generar community.

some people feared that there ü/ere moresters everywhere.

sex with children was, and is, apparring to the general

publíc in a vtay that physical abuse is not." (Buck

fnterview).

this view.

More than one-hal-f of those int,erviewed echoed

rn several interviews, comments about social panic,

community fear, and crisis about chil-d sexuar abuse were

stated very carefully. severa] people wanted to declare
themserves clearly in the chil-d victim advocate camp despite
their comments about the trend of i-ncreased reporting rates
and the existence of some false allegations. There was a

sense of eoncern that their comments could be misconstrued

to indicate that child sexual abuse was .l_ess of a phenomenon

than had been credited during the awareness-raising process

that occurred in the earry 1g80's. A possible explanation
is the myth that any implication that is made that this
sociar problem is less prevalent than previousry reported
wiIl somehow invaliaaie the ar^rareness that has deveJ-oped

about the effects of abuse after centuries of denial or that
the experience of those who were personarly victimized will
somehow be mininÍzed by carefulJ-y examining art the facts.
There is also the possibilíty that in this time of economic

restraint, service providers are concerned that funders will
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misinterpret the actuar need for extensive services and

therefore cut back on services to chirdren. Another

explanation is that the public debate on child sexua.l- abuse

has become so polarized that any statement or question is
immediately categorized into one of the extreme views

without paying enough attention to the actual context and

larger argument that the speaker is making.

rn summary, the social- service derivery system and the
general public had several_ sources of fear and panic

resulting in an increased rate of reporting of child sexual

abuse alregations, increased demand for abuse services in an

already over-burdened social service delivery systern that
was beíng reorganized. There were some poorly investigated
cases that the media highlighted together with other biased

coverage of abuse issues which may have fueled an already
polarized debate in the community. The answer to the

questions, did the community of professionals and the pubric

appear to be alarmed about chird sexuaf abuse as a sociar
probrem is yes. rt is cl-ear tha1c the community hras ararmed

and there seemed to be a source of threat about the values

that people had come- to expect in the community; that, is
that child sexual- abuse was a nininal or nonexistent sociar
probrem. However, it is beyond the scope of this study to
show how traditional farnily values, for example, r^rere

threatened by the inforrnation that was pubr-icized by the

media about the prevalence of abuse described ín the Badgley

Report. rt could be specuJ-ated that the the general publ_ic
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was threatened by the awareness-raising about the prevalence

of child abuse. rt could also be specurated that the

helping professions were threatened by the awareness that
greater numbers of abused chirdren existed than had been

speculated and that the process of assinilating this
information, together with the organizationaL crises,
resulted in the confusion and panic al-ready described.

Howeverr no causar relationships about community values can

be categoricall-y made without further study on this issue.
rn the following section, the only quantitative information
that was availabl-e about community values during the period
of this study is presented. Data that were considered to be

generally related to child abuse and family violence were

noted.

iii) Winnipeg Area Survey resuLts:

These resul-ts suggest some generar comnunity attitudes
about family viorence and what coul-d be considered

traditionar family values, arthough this had not been a

central focus of this study. fn IgB4, in response to
questions regarding police raying charges without a spouse's
permission when the porice recognize that wife abuse had

occurred, ten percent did not see wife abuse as a farnily
problem and were opposed to state intervention in the

fanily. This could mean that these respondents did not see

wife abuse as a problem at all-. (see Appendix J for more

detailed result,s of the survey information).
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fn 1988, the survey results point to a strong
commitment to family relationships in the community. A high
proportion of respondents agreed with these statements:

family cornnitment to gathering together even though that is
not the person's desire ( 7g%), sticking together despite
not liking each other (57%), and doing what's best for
fanily members even when they do not agree (gr%'), seventy

seven percent of those surveyed be]ieve that, idearly,
mothers should stay home until the last child is in
kindergarten, Eighteen percent said they would go to jait

for the person they loved. Two expranations might be a

distrust of the legal system's justice or a romanticized

meaning for the word "love". Together these responses about

family values suggest traditional- faniry values where peopre

belong together in prescribed ways despite clear indications
that enjoyment and support is not available in these

rel-ationships.

Loyalty to family despite a desire to distance is often
a significant dynamic for adults who Ívere sexualry abused

over long periods of tine by family members during
chirdhood. The assunption in t,he fanily is that peopJ_e wirl
belong and be happy continuing to meet with family nembers

in adurthood and that childhood difficulties wirr be

forgotten or forgiven. However there is some evidence in
the l-iterature showing that the adul-t who was abused in
childhood can harbour unresorved anger and resentment and
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wirl- agree to continue to be in abusive relatíonships aL

their own emotional expense (Bass 1994).

By 1989, 44% of the respondents identified chird abuse,

family violence, or sexual assaurt as their primary coneern

for the Winnipeg PolÍce. This suggests that there was

considerable ar^¡areness and concern in the community for

child abuse and fanil-y violence (Appendix J contains more

details about the questions and results ) . Despite awareness

and a sense of priority for police to address abuse in the

community, traditional family values erere a.l-so identif ied in

1988. One possible explanation is that part of the

community's fear about child sexual- abuse may have been

connected to the unexpected infornation about the

prevalence of chíld sexual abuse in the fanily, suggesting

that the traditional- fanily might be at greater risk for

dissolution. This would be an interesting area of further

study,

ft is diff icul-t to define traditional family val_ues.

The data that was available regarding community attitudes

about family values is li¡nited and speaks more the the

dynamics surrounding- child sexuaL abuse than to the issue of

moral panic. However they have been included because of

their interesting results and to show the difficulty in

adequately assessing this criterion wit,h quantitatíve data.
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i.v) Summary of Criteri_on 4

cumur-atively this data creates an image of a comrnunity
where professionals were in crisis about statistics that
see¡ned to show that armost half the chir-dren were being
sexually abused. parents and other community nembers may

have arso experienced an atmosphere of fear and threat about
chird sexual- abuse. perhaps the community experienced a

threat to commonly held family values. Research that showed
a higher prevalence of child sexuar abuse than previousry
thought was highrighted by the nedia in a biased way not
crearly distinguishing between ongoing secretive abuse in
fanilies and one-time unwanted approaches by a stranger in a

public place. organizatíonal crises within a sociaL service
system in the face of expectations that it continue to work
coll-aborativery with other systens. in transition,
contributed to an atmosphere of fear, confusion, and panic
among local- professional-s. parents, professíonals, and

community leaders seem to have been caught unexpectedly in a

crisis response to addressing chir-d sexuar abuse. More

research is required to substantiate which community varues
were threatened by the increased information about, chird
sexual abuse.

F. Criterion 5

"ways of eoping evolve or are resorted tot' when there
is a morar panic, according to cohen (lggo). I{hen }rays of
coping which suggests behavior changes evorve, cohen (rgg0)
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is not referring only to panicked behavior changes but

changes that coul-d be resulting from the moral panic

process. rn this study, organizationar behavíor changes

were surveyed to examine the policy and procedure changes

that took place in those earl-ier stages of defining child
sexuar abuse as a social- probrem. The six organizations
that r{ere contacted regarding the chird sexual- abuse

guideline changes that were made in the IgBo to lgg0 decade

are: The schoor system, winnipeg chird and Family services,
The child Protection centre, the Manitoba Adolescent

Treatment Centre, The Winnipeg police Departnent, and

KlÍnic. other dat,a collection pointed to the fact that this
r4¡as a thorough cross section of organízations invol_ved in
the development of sol-utions to child sexual abuse between

1983 and 1985.

Each organizat,ion was involved in making significant
changes to their corrective response to chird sexual abuse,

as evidenced by guideline and poricy changes. For the

school system, Manitoba Adorescent rreatment centre and

Krinic, some of the changes invorved articurating more

clearly how direct sgrvice providers would respond to
situations of risk for child sexual abuse. The police

spokesperson indicated that "there were organízational
changes in response to criminal code changes, when the

provincial guiderines were changed in 1986, the result was

that the police and the child welfare system worked in
croser collaboration in abuse investigation and evidence
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gathering. This shift resul-ted in protocol changes for both

organizations" (anonymous police interview).

The child and Famiry services organi zatíon likely
experienced the most significant protocol changes with both

a reorgani zation of the abuse registry and a reorgani zation
of the structure of the a,g,er,cy. According to Smith, the

agency reorgani zatíon resulted from pressure by the

aboriginal conmunity for more direct invol-vement in child
werfare decision making. After the reorganizatíon, the

i-ncreased accessibirity of the chitd welfare professionals

in the community may have increased the trust and the

reporting rates of child sexual abuse in t,he community. The

social workers were in crisis themselves about the

reorganization process and there were high expectations of
the child protection agencyts abitity to respond to
increasing demands for abuse services. "The direct service
workers have always had differences in how they

operationarize the child and Fanily services Act and

protocols about child abuse," according to Germon, the Area

Director in the south west region of winnipeg child and

Family services. "Tog-ether, these circumstances made the

childrents Aíd society a prime target for media attention,"
according to GeImon (Gelrnon Interview).

The Provincial coordinator of chird Abuse duiing the

r980's in Manitoba described his departmentts strategy in
implenenting a more coordinated provinciar protocol for
chíld sexuar abuse in the school systen, the judicial
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system' the social services system, and the police. An

early recognition that these services wouLd atI need to work

in cof l-aboration to deveJ-op solutions to chil_d sexual abuse

infl-uenced the abuse coordinator's decision to meet with and

negotiate a protocol for abuse identification, reporting and

intervention with the medical system, the education system,

the child wel-fare system, and the justice system.

severar of the persons interviewed explained the
phenornenon of possible over-reporting or false arregations
of abuse by describing the effects of a high media profire
of child sexual abuse which often stated that if parents

h/ere more ar^¡are of the signs of abuse then they could be

more responsive to their children's efforts to disclose
abuse even in indirect r.vays (see Figure z for ,,rnvestiglation

onry" statistics). "rnvestigation on1y" means that the abuse

charge was never substantiated in court. However this does

not mean that these r4¡ere false arlegations. These types of
cases, where abuse was suspected but never substantiated
doubl-ed between 1982 and 1984. Although this is a

significant increase, figure 2 shows that there was a much

more dramatic increase between tggS and Iggg which requires
further study.

Parents who had a history of child sexual_ abuse that no.

one had acknowledged wanted to be more attentive to their
children's needs and preventative in not repeating the cycle
of violence in the next generation. These parents sonetimes

came forward with concerns about possible signs of abuse
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without c.lear disclosures from the children or evidence to

warrant an investigation (Buck, Smith Interviews). The

Child Protection Centre has redesigned their brochures to no

longer ínclude "signs of abuse" because these signs are not

specific to abuse and have been misinterpreted and used in

misdiagnoses too often, according to Buck. Some of these

cases where signs of abuse were misinterpretted are part of

the "investigation onJ-y" statistics, however the proportion

of such cases is unknown. (See Appendix L for complete

summaries of the interviews with representatives from

organizations ) .

Another "way of coping" in the community can be seen in

the way the government and the Provincial Child Abuse

Coordinator organized protocols for each profession involved

with children to anticipate signs of child abuse as a way of

preventing and stopping child abuse. This meant that all

professionals who work with children had to become very

familiar with the signaLs of child abuse, some of which can

be very subtle and not necessarily isolated to chil-d abuse

cases. It is not surprising that there was some confusion,

frustration, and a pe.riod of adjustment to such a protocol

which became law in 1986.

Coping strategies are often resorted to during times of

crisis. The "ways of coping" wi-th the nedia vísibility and

community response to child sexual- abuse suggest that

organizations were addressing the issues that resulted from

increased awareness about abuse and also internal crises
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that resul-ted from increased referrals, confusion about

professional responsibilities, and interpretation of the

Chi]d Welfare Act. There is some evidence from the

orÊ,anizatíons' "ways of coping" in their changes to policies

and procedures. The issues and questions raised in each

organi zation appear to be related to its unique service

delívery mandate. A general theme seemed to be that of
clarifving the meaning of legisl-ated changed to report a1r

suspected child abuse. More study in this a,rea would reveal

whether those ways of coping occurred in a panicked or calm

fashion. whenever there was panic in this process, it wourd

a.l-so be interesting to explore whether the panic was related
to fear of threat to commonly held social_ values.

G. Criterion 6

A comparison of statistics of rates of reporting,

substantiated cases of abuse, and lever of visibirity in the

media follows. The assumption is that the lever of media

visibility, reporting rates and substantiation rates would

remain relatively steady if there hrere not a moral panic.

As already shown, the Winnipeg Free press printed more

than twice the number of articres about child sexual- abuse

between 1983 and 1985 than before and after that time

period. This suggests that the level of printed media

visibirity increased significantly during the rgB3 to rgBS

time period
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Reporting of child sexual abuse allegations have been

recorded for the province of Manitoba. Between Ig80 and

1981 the number of reported allegations doubled from 56 to

110. Between L982 and 1983 the total number of reported

allegations doubl-ed from l-Ì7 to 205 and increased by 56% to

364 in 1985. FÍgure 3 shows that the nunber of allegations

of child sexual abuse for the provi-nce of Manitoba continued

to increase aL such a high rate until 1990. Allegations of

other types of child abuse j-ncreased gradually during the

same period, dropping somewhat in 1985 (See Figure 4),

indicating that the community was paying particular

attention to chíld sexual abuse.

A comparison between the total number of reported ehild

abuse cases in Manitoba and the total number of child sexual

abuse cases in Manitoba suggests that between 1983 and L9'86,

almost half of the abuse reports Tr/ere for chil-d sexual abuse

(See Figure 4). The 1994 Fact Sheet from the American

Hurnane Association (Children's Division) reported thatr orì

average, II% of the total number of chil-d abuse reports are

reports of child sexuaL abuse (Appendix K). This suggests

that in 1983 in l{innipeÉ r reports of child sexual abuse were

disproportionate 'to the total reports of child abuse.

Several organizational representatives expressed their

concern that the focus placed on child sexual abuse between

1983 to 1985 by both the media and the social service system

was so great that serious cases of physical abuse may have

been unintentionally overlooked (Buck fnterview).
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The "investigation only" category denotes instances
where no further crininar acti-on was taken following the
investígation by agency and or police. For example, this
might be due to inconcrusive evidence. Figure 2 shows that
the number of cases that fall- in this calegory increased by

a factor of five between rgSl and rgg4 ( fron 44 to zz4

cases ) . Between 1985 and 1988 r the number of such cases

increased agaín by a factor of five ( from zzo to rozg

cases). By the late l-990's the number of "investigation
only" cases appears to have reverred off. Atthough the

statistics from chil-d and Family services were not available
for the years forrowing lgg0, the chird protection centre
confirmed that their chird sexuar abuse cases have been

steady or decreasing sínce lgg0 (Dr. charlie Ferguson). rt
should be noted that in some cases of disclosed child sexual
abuse, secrecy, deniaL, and strong famiry royarties may have

made investigation and prosecution difficurt; therefore
raberling of a case as "investigation onry" does not
necessarily indicate that the alleged abuse did not occur
(Finkelhor, 1984; Maddoek, lggg; Sgroi, 1gg2).

substantiation rates involving the "disposition of
abusers" are available for the totaL nunber of abuse cases

(i.e., physical and sexual abuse). Figure 5 shows that the

number of abusers who were convicted in criminal court
increased by a factor of 5 between l-g80 to tgg3 ( fron rg to
r02l .
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Substantiation Rates: Criminal Court for Sexual and Physical Abusers
for Province of Manitoba
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Substantiation ratesr âs defined here, do not

necessarily reflect the total- number of incidents of chitd

abuse in the province. However, they do reflect the total

number of cases in which a person is convicted of child

sexual abuse. The legal system has been identified as less

than responsive to the issues of child sexual abuse in terms

of doubts regarding the credibility of young children as

wi-tnesses, the consideration of the physical evidence or

the use of the defense argument that alcohol and ignorance

skewed the defendant's judgement at the time of the abuse

(gala, et al, 199I; Maddock, I988; Sgroi, l-982).

fn summary, the Winnipeg Free Press increased its

coverage of child abuse starting 1983. Coverage of child

sexual abuse saw the most significant increase between 1983

and 1985. During this time nearly half of the number of

child abuse cases in Manitoba were sexua.l- abuse a higher

proportion than the IL% reported by the Arnerican Humane

Association general average. "Reporting Ratest' and

"fnvestigation OnIy" rates for all child abuse cases run

almost parallel between IgTI and l-990 while substantiation

rates are significantly lower and steadier. The most

signíficant increases in substantiation rates occurred in

t98I, 1985, and 1989. Clearly, far fewer cases are leading

to convíctions than are reported and investigated each year.

Finally, the media visibility, reporting, and substantiation

rates did not remain steady between 1983 and 1985 rather the

appearance of the social problem has continued to increase
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until 1989 and the media visibilit,y for child abuse has

remained high. Further research might explain the levelling

off of reporting of child sexual abuse rates following 1989.

H. CRITERTON 7

Sometimes the social condition which is the focal point

of the moral panic is noveL and sometimes it has been in

exj-stence for a long tírne, but suddenly comes to publ-ic

attention. Sometirnes the panic disappears and is forgot,ten

and sometimes there are more significant and lasting results

Iike Iegislation changes, sociaJ- norm or folklore changes or

even changes in how a society conceives itself (Cohen,

1980). The Badgley Report, the changes to the CHILD AND

FAMILY SERVfCES Act and protocol- changes throughout the

systems involved with services to children are reviewed in

relation to this criterion.

In 1984, the Badgley Report r{as released which

appears to have had a significant effect on how social-

service professionals conceptual ízed the problern of sexual-

abuse in Canadian society. As already described, the

definition in the report which the media used to portray the

"epidemic" of chil-d sexual abuse was not the number of

people who had been repeatedly abused over a period of

years, but rather t,he number of people who had experienced

unwanted sexual advances before the age of I8. Key

individual-s interviewed for this study described how parents

in the community came to recognize the potential risk to
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their chil-dren in day cares, schools, camps and other
organizations where adults in positions of trust had

previously been relied on without question,

Half of the people intervíewed for this study referred
to the Badgley Report statistics about one in two fenares

and one in three mal-es having been sexuarly abused before

age 18 as shocking and as having resurted in awareness-

raising in the community. After exploring the actuar

definition of this statistic for sexual abuse and

discovering that it included exposure in pubric places and

being approached in an unwanted sexual wãy t it was

surprising that none of the key interviewees had made this
distinction or cl-arified the imptications of the definition
either during the interviews for this study or when the

media reported the resurts of the Badgley Report information
in I984.

During the early lg80's, the lega1, medical,

educational, and sociar service systems developed protocors

requiring professionars in these fields to report suspected

abuse and to work cooperatively with other systems to design

solutions to child sexuar abuse (chudzik rnterview, snith
rnterview). rn r985, the chil-dren's Aid society reorganized

into regional agencies and boards which required protocoJ.,

role, and coordi.nation changes. ALthough this
reorganization seems to have developed somewhat apart from

the community concern about chil-d sexuar abuse, there courd

be some connection between smithts identification of the
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aboriginal discontent with chil-d protection services in
generar and the larger community concern about chil_d abuse.

The combination of a government attempting to be more

responsive to disadvantaged populations together with the
media reporting of personalized attacks and extreme court
examples may have fuerled a community response that was

etched with crisis and panic.

rn 1986, the child and Famil-y services Act was al_tered

to provide more authority to child protection services to
intervene in situations when they suspected child sexual

abuse. Afso, the child protection agencies r.ì¡ere immediately

invorved in all investigations, whereas investigations
previously had been initiated by porice. videotaping of .

children's discrosures created the possibil-ity for both

evidence gathering by the police for court purposes and

sensitive investigation by the social workers with the
purpose of designing a protection plan for the child.

Professiona-l- protocol changes introduced in the

medicaL, educationar, regar and social services systems

requiring professionals to report suspected abuse and to be

directl-y accountable to their professional associations were

incorporated into the the new Act in 1986. This signalred a

new emphasis requiring reporting of any suspicions of abuse

and requiring professionars to be inforrned about the
possible indirect signs of abuse (A Guide to The chatd

Fami 1v Servi ces Act ) .

anrl
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Long-standing legisl_ative changes appear to have

resulted from the community's definition of child sexuar

abuse as a social problem, The coordinated professionar

effort to protect and report suspected child abuse is quite

extensive. The impl ications for professionals who are not

trained in identifying signs and signals of child abuse are

at risk of losing their professional desÍgnation. This

suggests a significant social shift in emphasis and the

changes appear to have been long-standing.

f. Summary of Presentation of Data:

The evidence presented here suggests that a moral panic

r{¡as generated about child sexual abuse in winnipeg between

1983 and I985, according to Cohen's (Igg0) definition of

moral panic. Figure 6 reviews Cohen's criterj_a and the

findings. Some evidence was available to support each

aspect of Cohen's definition of moral panic. However, the

degree to which linkages can be made between these erements

regarding how they influenced each other and generated a

moral panic is not addressed by this study. Several

questions emerge from this study which would address cohen's

( 1980 ) críteria i-n more depth and also draw conclusions

about the relationships between criteria studied here.

Fígure 7 summarizes these issues in the form of questions

for future research. Aspects of these questions are

discussed further in the Discussion Section.
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COHEN,S CRTTERIA
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FIGURE 7

STGNTFICANT TSSUES THAT RESULT AND FUTURE QUESTTONS FOR
STUDY

criterion l: Does biased media presentation actualry affect
community perception and resulting behavior?

criterion 2: Does media presentation of misreadinginformation about the credibil-ity and accreditation of itsquoted experts affect community perception and resulting
behavior?

criterion 3: what was the source of the Moral opinion
Makers' power? htere they morar gatekeepers? rn what way?
How was this significant in the deveropment of social
poI icy?

criterion 4: what lvere the sources of fear and alarm?
was the al-arm directry related to a threat of commonry hetdval-ues ( as Cohen suggests ) ?

críterion 5: woul-d these procedurar changes have evorvedregardress of whether there was a moral panic? Did thepresence of a panic affect the type or magnitude of theprocedures?

criterion 6: Are the dramatic increases significant enough
and linked to each other in a causar fashioñ to confidentÍyattribute them to a moral panic? or courd this be merely an
exampre of awareness raising of a large proportions?

criterion 7: wourd these long-standing changes have
occurred despite the condition of a moral panic? Did thepresence of a moral panic affect the speed, shape orsignificance of the changes?
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"Another ner^/ provision (section zo) alrows an agency to
appfy for a court order to remove the ar.l-eged abuser rather
than the child from the home, and to prevent the abuser from

contacting the child. This replaces automatic removal of

the child from the home for protection. An application to

remove the abuser is subject to due process"g.

These changes in Iegisl-ation and social poÌicy provide

significantly more pohTer to the state in relation to

protecting children. On the one hand, there appears to be

more power to intervene in family life by applying for

removal of the alleged offender. However, in other parts of

the Act there is al-so a clear commitment to balancing the

needs of the child with more consi-deration of the family and

cul-tural context within which the child is being raised.

ft isn't entirel-y clear what this will mean in practÍse,

however it coul-d be a response to criticism in the past that

the child welfare system has taken a child victím advocacy

position without sufficient consideration of the connection

or provÍsions that were available in the family and

community context.

9. A Guide to the Child and Famil-v Services Act. A

Conparison with the Child Welfare Act. Manitoba Conmunitv
Servi cês - no dsf.e -
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IV. DTSCUSSTON AND AREAS OF CONTROVERSY

A) Further Discussion of the Findings:

cohen's (1980) definition of morar panic and this
research design do not fully explore or explain the

direction of infÌuence between the elements that make up a

moral panic. Thus, despite the fact that evidence exists to
support each aspect of Cohen's (fgB0) definition, the

argument that there was a morar panic would carry more

weight if there was a measurenent of the linkages between

the criteria. However, for the purpose of this study the

est,ablishment of the existence of the erernents of a moral

panic r4ras the first step in developing other questions and

directions to pursue.

rt is merely specuJ,ative to imagine how the problen of
chíId sexuar abuse wourd have unfolded if there had been

more neutral media reporting, little or no social alarm, and

community leaders who did not appear to be moral gatekeepers

ín any rrray. would the definitional process of chird sexuar

abuse as a social problern have evolved in a simirar fashion?
rt is unrikely that the situation would have developed in
the same way. However, even if it, had been ress alarningi
and the media reporting had been neutral r no one will know

whether the results wourd have been better or $rorse for
children, families, and the community.
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Critique of Cohen's Model:

cohen (1980) argues that he is not attempting to make

sinple causar rinkages in his study, but rather that he

recognizes multipJ-e causes and rnuLtipre effects that appear

to occur simul-taneously. when numerous erements appear to
have occurred simultaneously and appear to have a

relationship to one another, cohen (lgg0) argues that the

depth to which they have affected each other or the causal

rel-ationship is not as significant as the faci' that together
they have generated a moral- panic which has changed the way

a society conceptuarizes its probrems and inplenents its
solutions.

Despite this explanatj_on, f ive aspects of Cohen,s

(1980) definition were difficult to estabrish with empirical
evidence. They hrere: to show that there was community

alarm, to show that this ararm was fear-based, to estabrish
what the commonry held values were, to show that commonry

held beliefs were being threatened, and to show that fear
was a resul-t, of threat to commonly herd values. However

despite the charrenge, some evidence of each criterion üras

sought out. several design issues arise. cohen (l-gg0)

studied a moral panic that was being generated in the

present. This aLlowed him to design attitude surveys that
could be implemented at different time intervals to produce

Iongitudinal data. Can moral panies be studied

retrospectively? This study has shown t,hat historic moral

panics can be analyzed retrospectivery. However sufficient
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writ,ten records, opportunity to interview participants, ór a

rel-iable oral history must be accessibl_e.

several adaptations were made to cohen's (rgg0) theory
of moral panic to study the winnipeg situation. The moral

opinion makers, for example, r,rTere not editors, bishops and

other right-thinking peopre, but rather politicians and

experts in the professional- fierd of chil-d abuse. This

might vary for each social problem which is studied in this
fashion. The most significant impJ_ication of this
adaptation is that the professionaL experts who work wit the
sociar problern being defined are more tikery to be more

accurate and informed in addressing the dynamics of social
problems. However it, may be these professional_s who

participate in generating the dynamics of moral panic.

Another adaptation which was made for the Winnipeg

sitation resulted from the chird sexual abuse issues in the

community. rn cohen's model the media visibility renained

high while the social problem decreased. rn the winnipeg'

situation, the nedia visibility for chiLd abuse remained

generally high while the social problem as measured by

reporting rates continued crinbing until I98g. These facts
have already been examined as they rerate to the theory of
moral panic, however they could also have alternative
explanations as werl. such alternative expranations wirr be

explored in another section.

A third adaptation resulted from the prer-iminary review
of the I{innipeg Free Press articles to exanine the data for
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prediction and symbol-s. These forms of biased media

presentation were present in cohen's (rgg0) study. However,

the winnipeg Free Press coverage presented information on

child sexual abuse in an emotionar and speculative fashion
resulting in nisleading information to the reader.

Therefore for this study, symboJ-ism and predictions were

counted in each article, along wÍth probrematic argument

construction. This meant the facts about chird sexual

abuse were missing and the information was presented in a

biased fashion (emotionally and speculatively).

Do these adaptations imply that there eras not a morar

panic in winnipeÉ, or do they suggest that a different type

of moraL panic occurred? This question will be examined in
more detail later. Another question that results frorn these

adaptations is whether the changes to the model change its
validity as a measure of moral- panic. The nodel does appear

to be effective as an interesting and comprehensi_ve method

of studying the dynamics of moral panic even when

quantitative evidence is difficult to obtain. The data

avairable for each social probrem studied in this fashion
will be unique alq adaptations to the rnodeÌ will likery have

to be made. The qualitative evidence is certainly
compelling and whenever quantitative evidence was available,
it I^Ias sought out.

The most signíficant Limitation of the moder is the

difficulty in defining and finding empiracJ-e data to support

three of the criteria of moral panic. These are conmunity
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e-rarmr coping behavior, and the disappearance/appearance of
the condition. rn the winnipeg situation, these three

dynanics were difficult to define quantitatively. ft was

also difficurt to show whether these dynamics were directly
connected to a moral panic condition or whether there were

other expranations for the data which were cor-rected.

C) Al-ternative Explanati.ons for the Dataz

rs a moraL panic the onry explanation for the findings
in this study or are there other ways of interpreting the

data? Four ideas that provide alternative interpretations
for select parts of the findings folrow in this section.

First, despite the fact that dramatic j.ncreases

occurred in nedia reporting, reporting of abuse allegations,
and "ínvestigation only" cases, the nunber of reported cases

remained the same after 1989. one possibre expranation is
that this T.ras the end of the moral panic condition. Another

explanation is that large number of abusive situations came

to the attention of authorities through the social awareness

raising and that this t,ook from rg83 until lg8g to address

all the historic unresolved sítuations. perhaps the revel
of discrosures sqgn after rg8g is a reflection of the more

recent disclosures of abuse that do not have a long standing

history. (This idea evol-ved from a discussion with Dr.

charlie Ferguson aL the child protection centre in relation
to this study).

second ' some of the anecdotal evidence pointed to the
fact that herping professionars had started asking children
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rtrith problems Iike deÌinquency¡ running, and

truancy whether they had a history of sexuar abuse.

rn many cases, this may have become a way of explaining a

context for the behavior that rlras identif ied as socially
unacceptabl-e. rn some cases, it appears that the history of
sexual- abuse may have then also become a focus of treatment

to address other behavior concerns, according to
Gelmon (interview for this study). Germon suggests that:

another dynamic is the process that the profession hadgone through where social workers went through a period
of identifying abuse histories in the majority of child
werfare cases . Each specialty recognizes its owrrtdiagnosist or assessment in social problems. For
example, surEfeons may see surgery as the only course of
treatment for a particul ar aílment, rn the case of
ar4/areness raising about child abuse, the helpingprofessions are in danger of concluding that the
central issue is abuse when other alternative
explanatíons may be more appropriate and more anenable
to successful changes for the client population
(Gelmon fnterview).

rs Gel"mon's conceptuarízatíon the same as a moral- panic?

Not entireryr âs it does not appear to be fear-based as much

as it appears to be a narrow conceptualization of the

context and the most pragmatic, beneficial ways to intervene
successfully in difficult, complex child welfare situations.

A third way _of interpreting the data is to
conceptualize some of the elements of a moral panic as not
entirely fear-based, but as more ideological or poJ_itical in
origin as a strategic revolution. This term suggests that
there was some intent on the morar opinion makers t part to
create a social change based on an ideological or politicar
stance. The change was difficurt to initiate and imprenent
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because beliefs and practises as they had been known before

had to be changed radically and the process could be

compared to a social revolution.

Helping professionaLs and the organizations that

address child problems did change their protocols, questions

of clients, and approach to child welfare issues. The

moral- opinion makers identified in this study stated that

they felt a morar obrigation to raise awareness about chitd

sexual abuse after the Badgley Report findíngs were

released. There is evidence to suggest that, these findings

r^/ere presented in a nisleading way by the media, suggesting

that there was a much higher percentage of incidence of

abuse than the report's definition of sexual abuse was

intended to convey. More research is required to explore

whether a strategic revolution is merely another form of

moral panic or whether there is a difference in the

deliberateness of the actions.

A fourth way of interpreting the data is to explore an

interaction expranation for increased reporting rates and

nedia visibility. Cohen's (I980) theory of moral panic

provides a broad -contextual and interactional framework

within which to understand puzzling phenomena regarding

social problem definitions and solutions. By including an

analysis of the roles of those who have influence over

social problem definitions and solutions, the labellers ?s
well- as the rabel-l-ed have been considered as significant in

the assessment of social problems. By examining the mediats
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rore in conveying information about sociaL probrems and the
community t s response to ner^/ inf ormation, the interactional-
process of perpetuating social values has been inctuded in
the anarysis of social- problem and sorution development.

And finally by reviewing the statisticar reality of social
problem definitions and solutions within the context of how

the problem of child sexuar abuse came to be understood and

addressed by the community, an attempt has been made to
objectively and sympatheticarly understand the comprex and

challenging reality of effective social_ solution

development.

An interactional nodel of problem definition and

solution development has emerged from the data specific to
child sexual abuse in winnipeg between rg83 and l-gg5 (see

Figure 8 for a diagram of the interactionar expranation).
This study has shown how centrar the sociaÌly accredited
experts and morar opinion makers are in the sociar probrem

definition processr âs illustrated in the diagran. The

Badgley Report's coverage by the media together with the

"Feeríng Yes, Feeling No" program in the schoors and loca1

awareness raising-may have increased socíaI anxiety,

increased parents' fear about risks to their chirdren, and

contributed to a rapid increase in the number of disclosures
of ehild sexual abuse. The unexpected and rapid increase in
report,ing' together with a reorganizatíon of an already
overburdened chird protection system affected further
systems' crises and fragnented services to children and
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famiries. Biased media coverage of some poorry coordinated
cases, the fragmentation of services, and some accidentar

chil-d deaths appear to have exacerbated an atmosphere of
confusion, misunderstanding and reactivity about how to best

define and resolve the problem of child sexuar abuse.

centuries of under-recognition of chirdren's rights and

needs has resurted in an awareness-raising campaign by child
victim advocates in the rg80's about the damaging effects
and prevalence of chil-d sexual abuse. perhaps the pendulum

has swung to another extreme where chird sexual- abuse may

have been over-díagnosed r €rs suggested by some key

individuals interviewed for this study.

This interactionaÌ expranation, which raises several

new themes and questions, requires further study to exprore

evidence of dírectional influences between the elements of
the findings.

D) Does this study suggest a revised version of cohen's

moral- panic?

The strength of this study and Cohen's (I9BO)

definition of moral pani.c as a moder for examining the

history of defining a sociar problem is the map it provides

for a unique and thought-provoking v{ay to conceptuaLíze how

the community addresses sociar problems. By emproying an

explorato?yr quaritative approach, the story of the history
of child sexual abuse in winnipeg has been totd in a new

way, cohen's (1980) criteria have incorporated elenents
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into his theory that include an examination of the labellers
and solution design. Therefore, questions have been

incorporated into the study that might have been overl_ooked.

For example, who were the rnorar opinion makers? what r^/as the

role of the media? How did organizations respond with
protocol changes? And what r{ere the Iong-standing
legislative and policy changes?

By examining the media's role, together with that of
the politicar and professionar moral- opinion makers, this
study has gone beyond discovering ways to sol-ve social-
problems by examining how social problems become defined,
rt is difficult to determine from the findings in this study
whether fear and panic were the primary reactions that
influenced the definition of chird sexual abuse in this
fashion. Perhaps the type of moraL panic described in this
study contains eLements of a strategic revolution.

concLusive evidence was not obtained for the positive

and negative implications for the community for defining
child sexual abuse ín this way, However, the question has

been raised about whether there was an over-reaction to
child sexual abudé. The evidence suggesting that there was

a moral panic of some sort in winnipeg between lgg3 and lggS

opens the way for further study to explore what the

implications of such a moral panic has been.

V. Conclusion

This exploratory study set out to examine whether there
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was a moral panic in winnipeg about chil_d sexual_ abuse

between 1983 and 1985. The newspaper reporting doubled,
the rate of reporting atregations more than doubred, the

"investigation only" cases continued to rise until lggg, and

some community leaders aL the tirne indicated that there
night have been an over-reaction or an "over-diagnosis" of
child sexuar abuse. The findings of this study show that
the newspaper reports about child sexuaL abuse ü¡ere biased

in 69% of the articles. The neü¡spaper misrepresented the

credentiars of the experts that were quoted. severar

community leaders became the moral opinion makers for this
social issue deveroping new protocols, inplementing

legislation changes, and raising ar4rareness about the

dynamics of child sexuaL abuse. An atmosphere of alarm

appears to have existed as a response to the nisleading
media coverage of the Badgley Report findings which shocked

the public with new information about the prevarence of
child sexual abuse. No evidence was identified which shows

that the pubric or the professionals were inforned correctly
about the actual definition of abuse in the Badgley Report.

The organizationS that r^rere addressing the issue of abuse

hTere in organízatíonal- crises, and there were several infant
deaths which resulted in political_ finger pointing

statistics for reporting abuse continued to,rise. Nearly
50% of the abuse cases between rgg3 and lggS invorved sexual
abuse while the national average in the united states is
rr%. These findings suggest that there was some sort of
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moral- panic about child sexual- abuse in winnipeg between

1983 and 1985. The implications of such an over-reaction has

not been tested in this study.

State intervention in chitd problems has been a
priority in Canada for several decades and al_l those

interviewed for this study would agree that state
intervention in chird sexual abuse cases is necessary due to
the secrecy, fear, and deniar in these cases. changes Ìvere

made to the chird welfare Act in 1986 to correspond with
this new information about the dynamics of chitd sexuar

abuse and the herping professions developed protocors to
coordinate efforts and ensure more ease for chirdren to
discl-ose their concerns about abuse to someone. what is
unclear is whether these changes which resul-ted from child
sexual abuse becoming defined as a sociar problem were

useful changes to chil-dren and fanilies who have experienced

abuse. A study exploring the imprications of the moral

panic that was generated about child sexual- abuse wouLd

address this issue more directly.
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APPENDIX A

CONTENT ANALYSIS
CODEBOOK

This codebook is to be used together with the content

anaLysis checklist to clarify terms and categci.ies.

1. Content of the article:

a) wHo: if the article is about more than one person,

list the people or organlzation they represent, eg. three
psychologists from the child Guidance clinicr op a mother,

father and chird who was severely abused by an uncle. rf
names are given, be as specific as possible

b) WHAT: describe the event in enough detail to
distinguish it in sone hrâyr eg. the conference organized by

Klinic to address the effects of child sexual abuse on adul-t

women.

A phrase or sentence is sufficient.

c) WHERE: can refer a specific event covered in the

articl-e or may be more generar and refer to winnipegr or
Alberta if the story is about peopre who happen to reside
there.

d) WHEN: refers to any tine frame offered in the

articl-e about the theme, event, issue of article or
informat.ion about time lines, for exampre the abusive

incident occurred in November tgB3, however charges were not
Laid untir Novenber 1984. This provides the time fra¡ne
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infornation of the article. sometimes the infornati.on may

be vague: Abuse occurred in the past, court case is being
heard this week.

e) wHy:

i) the causes of abuse wilr usua.r.ry be expJ-icit]_y statedr. eg

"society has not grappled with the sexual abuse caused by

fathers". Even though a family menber is described as the
cause, the context of this state¡nent suggest that the social
milieu is the cause of sexual- abuse. social miLieu would be

marked.

social milieu refers to larger social causes l_ike sociar
values, patriarehy, poverty, tolerance for viorence and

pornography. Family miJ-ieu includes faniry history of
abuse, family disorganization, rigid fanily structure, and

any family oriented theme. rndividual psychological state
refers to anything that suggests that, there is a character
fraw or something about the psychorogy of the person who

abuses chil-dren that causes abuse.

when arcohof is stated as the cause of abuser fisten
for how it is linked to the abuse. rt may be rinked to
individuaL causes as in a defense case where the Ìawyer

makes a statement about the defendant. rt may also be that
experts refute the link between al-cohoL and abuse and

suggest that such societal beliefs are problenatic and cause
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misunderstandings about responsibirity for abuse. This is
an example of societal causes.

The causes of sexual- abuse could arso be ar-r-uded to, eg.

"conference.. (for) peopre who help pick up the pieces after
the occurrence of child sexuar abuse a chance to turn a

critical eye on !h" myth that the victim provokes the

abuse...." This would fit under the category "other"
because it suggests what is not the cause: victims
provoking abuse, but talks about the "occurrence" nore as

if it is just a fact the child sexual abuse occurs.

rf more than one cause is stated or alluded to, mark one as

the primary cause that is highlighted by the article and

another as secondary. ff possible avoid the "other"
category and attempt to choose the other three categories if
there is a stated cause.

ii ) THE CAUSES oF THE EVENT oR rssuE refers to the
reason that this story appears to be covered at this ti¡ne by

the paper. What is newsi:+orthy about this story. If the

reason is not expJicitly stated, it can usually be extracted
fron the first paragraph or headline.

2, a) INFORMATION ABOUT EFFECTS:

Example of EMorroNAL EFFEcrs on chil-dren who have been

abused: "she said prostitution is a step taken by some

abuse victims". what this implies is that one of the
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emotional- effects is to turn to risk taking behavior like
prostitution. Another exarnple is "...it is difficult to
measure the danage to the children, but said there,s little
chance of them growing into sociarly werl-adjusted aduÌts".
There may also be references to the children being angry,

acting out their aggression, running awayr or being

depressed.

Exanple that could be marked both as EMorroNAL EFFEcrs on

child's fanily members who were not abused, and NEGATTVE

EFFEcrs of social intervention on adults how abuse children:

"chiLd sex abusers shourd never be given treatment as a

substitute for punishment. . . .we're risking innocent women

and chil-dren every tine ,a decision is made to arlow an

offender to stay in the comnunity...treatment should be a

privilege not avaiLable to aIt offenders".

"sociar intervention" refers to any action to address

abusive situations by social service agencies, police,
government or policies that have been developed.

b) CAUSE - EFFECT

i ) Any comment or idea that implies that one thing or event

or person influenced another to occur can be .marked "yes".
Eg. "Mercer blamed provinciar policies for the deaths of
five children in the past two years".

ii ) SIMPLICITY of the cause effect relationship?
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This is a judgenent car-r. Examine whether there is a

credibl-e context for the argurnent, whether suf ficient
evidence has been provided, and whether enough infornation
has been given to explore the causal statenent for the
reader. sometines insufficient contextuar information is
given for the reader to develop a broader understanding of
the cause effect. rerationship being described. This is an

exanple of simplicity.

C) i) STATED SOLUTTONS:

MARK ONLY ONE

"shourd simply be punished". . . "three or four months in
prison is symbolic at best". These are exarnples of
TNCAROERATTON ALONE. The rest of the article must be

scrutinized to identify any combination of sol-utions. The

word counselling or rncarceration may not be mentioned.

Treatment, therapy, case management, or psychiatry may be

referred to and marked as COUNSELLING.

Similarly anything that irnplies incarceration as a solution
by anyone in the article, this can be narked.

For orHER give a brief phrase to describe the solution
that is being described, Ìike community education to
describe a schoor program to teach children about their
choices when being abused.

ii) Too srMPLrsrrc? use judgement. Examine whetherthere is any expranation about how this will_ address t,heproblen of abuse, and rrhether any contextual information is
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given about how this soLution fits with the larger pictureof the solution plan for abuse.

3. SOURCES OF rNFO

a) Name of reporter. rf editorial, list editor's names but
state that writer's name is not avaiLable.

b) HOW WAS TNFO OBTATNED?

MARK AS MANY AS APPLY.

"sel-f as observêr" refers to the reporter
conference, courtr or a pubì.ic event Like
accident or fire.

observÍng a

a protest,

"written expert information" refers to documents or reports
that the journalist has obtained some of the information
from.

c) wHO IS QUOTED
Note that for. articles that are quoting peopLe from court ora conference only where the journalist did not interview theperson for the quote, this section can be omitted.
List al-I persons directly interviewed and quoted in thearticre. use the back to comprete the list if necessary.Position and titre may be the same for most quotes.Exampre: Dr Doe psychologist (position) 

"ri¿ "tinicaldirector at Children's Hospital (iitfe).

d) NATTTRE OF THE QUOTE: (Mark only one).

For the quote: " A division policy statement on

while not causing any harm, wourd be redundant".
conveys or confirms information about solutions.

the topic,

This quote
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where several people are quoted and the quotes seem to have

different, purposes or themes, nark the initials of the
person quoted next to the theme in their particular quote.

e) OOMPLETENESS oF THE QUOTE

when the reporter has added their own words in parentheses

or added ". . . " periods to imply the quote was ronger but
they shortened it to convey the meaning without all the
words, then the quotation is incomplete.

Example of possible rneaning change: "The fanily is
automaticaLLy angry, ...sometimes violent against the

teacher. " one is reft wondering what eLse was said in that
sentence because the information is not factual but
emotional.

Example of no apparent change to the neaning: "we wourd

subnit that cameron has been a victin of unfortunate
circumstances most of his early formative years and while
that does not condone the act...sone consideration should be

given to. ... recl-amation and mercy with a reduced sentence

and rehabilitation. " This sentence was quoted from a 1etter
so there is physical evidence somewhere to substantiate the
information, and the information ar.so appears rather
coherent and factual. Therefore r was not l_eft wondering

what else was onitted
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f) an example of information added to a quote that enhances
the speaker, but perhaps detracts from the community in
which he rives: " Donard L Tirlman, who the city council
recentl-y chose as mayor o\¡er three others who had answered

an advertisement in the rndependent, recounted a recent
experienc€." The information about having been chosen mayor

after responding to an ad is unnecessary information that
partly enhances by highlighting that he was the mayor of
choice compared to three others and partry detracts fron the
speaker by suggesting that he lives in a small community

that has peopÌe respond to an ad to become mayor.

g ) There may not be many of these attenpt to contact peopre

for quotation.s however mark them accordingly.

4, MESSAGE

a) By examining the headrine and the first paragraph, one

obtains a good sense of the articlers message. However, by

now one has read 
_the entire articre several times to examine

other content and has a good overview of the whole articre.
Choose only ,one of the choices.

Be as precise and clear as possible when marking "other".
b) Provide a subjective impression and explain why.

5. FORM
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a) rf the headrine is availabÌe, mark the one that best
describes the theme of the headl-ine only.

b ) involves taking measurements. Where the
four sides but more because of the shape of
draw a smalL picture of the shape and mark

Use the reverse 'of the page for more space.

c) as is

article is not

the article,

the dimensions.

6.

d) again draw a smal-l diagram of the shape if it is not
simply four sides

iii ) comment on your impression of what is depicted
and explaín why if possible.

iv) comment again on your impression. use the themes

from 4 a) as. a guide.

e) Provide a subjective impression and explain why.

PREDTCTTON AND PATTERNTNG:

A) YES,/NO

This refers to whether there is a prediction about the
future of child abuser eB getting better, getting worse.
This can be directly stated or inplied by the comments in a

quote or journalist's impressions: "society's disgust for
men who sexually assault kids is shared by those who defend,
treat, analyze, and sentence, says...." This staternent
impries that there is an expectation that probrems with the
solutions to child abuse wilr continue. ("other" category).
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b) There must be a rink to other stories previousrypubl i shed .

7, SYMBOLS

a) Any descriptions, ímages or
suggest more information about
would typically be conveyed by
listed in this sections.

symbols that are used that
the persons or events than
a word or phrase are to be

Note all symbols from the articre. The word orsufficient. Additional space on the reverse of
An example of a synbol is:

phrase is
paper.

"the increase in sexual abuse cases is an exprosion.,, This
suggests aLmost unimaginable dinensions, inprications and

impact. The intent is to convey an intense and symbolic
image of great proportions however instead of using
statistics or factsr ân image rinked frequentry to hunanry
created disasters is used. Although it is effective, the
reader is Left to make sense for themselves about the actuar
meaning and proportion that is described. This is quite
misleading. other examples are "Harr-oween helI" ,

"skinner", "tip of their tongue" , "free ride on services,,,
"prominent citiz.1.ns". These are al-r phrases that convey a

vague' confusing, or vivid image that coul_d have been nore
objectivery described to convey an accurate neaning to the
reader. However without further information, facts or
evidence the reader is reft to their own assumptions about
the meaning.

ii ) Explain your subjective impressions about what the
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word or phrase suggests.

8. LOGIC AND FACTUAL PRESENTATTON:

Note: one example courd fit for several- of the forlowing
problems with rogic and factual presentation in an articl_e.
The following are designed more to aid in the decision of
whether an art,icle is factual and logicaJ. or speculative and

emotional. The.se categories are to stirnulate thinking about
the logic and emotionarity of the articres. certain examples

may fit in several categories. However, choose only one

category for each example (and if the word was given as an

exampre of a symbol, do not mark it as again in this section
as a grittering generarity). when a word has been narked as

a symbol and that symbol is al-so part of a boLd statenent,
nark both because the bol-d statement refers to more than the
word or phrase that was r¡arked as a synbol.
omit the pattern and prediction in this section.
a) UNSOUND WAYS OF CREATING AN ARGUMENT (these categories
are borrowed from Maclean, lggl ):

i) BOLD ASSERTTONS: sometimes peopre give no reason
at all for their'views. Idhen asked why he will not do

sonething, a child may retort with "Because!", when people

make bol-d assertions they praise or condenn public figures,
friendsr oÌ enemies without sufficient evidence to do so.
or they may make pronouncements that require expranation or
evidence because they are moral judgenents or assumptions
which require further explanation for the reader not to be
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left wondering or questioning what was

assertion. Words Iike "unquestionably,

expressions like "But the truth is" or

behind such a strong

indisputably" or

"the fact remains"

may precede such statements.

ExampJ.e: "The announcement of Family Life Education brought

strong reactions...those with deeply held beliefs say

'don't' ".

ExampJ-e: "Sexually abused children tend to become abusers

as adults. "

fntroductory paragraphs may provide the theme of the

article in the form of a bold asserti.on.

ii ) omit this one heie

iii) ATTACKTNG THE PERSON NOT THE ARGUMENT: ''when

you're a litt1e older, you'I1 get a little l-ess ideatistic

and a littl-e nore realisticr " or "Hets a troubLe maker" are

examples of attacking the person rather than the argunents

s/he represents. Personal shortcomings of an author,

scientist, or political opponent to discredit a position or

research entirely unrelated to the argument.

iv) POINTI.NG TO THE ENEMY: This is when there is some

reference or impl-icit suggestion that soneone is personally

disqualified for their comment, work, their role or their

activities. Sometimes there are symbols and bold assertions

that are used to over emphasize something about the person

or group but the implicit suggestion is there that this

person was wrong, bad, or evil. An example comes from a

short article that criticizes the report done by the
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go\¡ernment, crit icizing it for being calred the "def initive,,
report and al-so criti cized for the results being inaccurate.
Howe'er no comment i.s given about what or how the resul_ts
were inacc'rate and because of the annoyance of the person
being quoted about the work being "definitive,,, without
reference to why it is not, one can come to the concrusion
that the person quoted was pointing to the person who did
the report as "the enemy" in this situation.
(Again there is some overJ-ap between this category and the
previous one, but nark only one or the other ) .

v) MrsusrNc'srATrsrrcs: people use statistics to
"prove" statements. But sometimes the source of the
statistics may not be given or the stats may be given
without cLear reference to the context or meaning they
create. This may resul_t from careLessness, simple
inaccuracy, or trying to get away with dishonesty. surveys
and statistical data must be examined closely for accuracy
and how they are used to describe reality. when statistics
are used to persuade an audience, but no infornation is
given about the -process of gathering these statistics or the
quarifiers that appfy to the rneaning of the categori.es, then
statistics have been misused.

vi ) MESHTNG FAcr wrrH oprNroN: sometimes facts are
presented with the same emphasis as opinion or an

individual's impression. For example, "reports of abuse are
skyrocketing". Here the fact is that reports of abuse are
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increasÍng, however to say they are skyrocketing is opinion
. By linking the fact with opinion statements it is
difficurt to challenge the way it is said without
challenging the facL as well. Also the reader is reft with a

misleading impression. other times statements are nade as

fact but are based in a larger set of assumptions. For
example, "some.child care workers drive adoLescent sex-
abuse victims to the streets by fairing to be sensitive to
their problems". There are several- underrying larger
assumptions that inform this statement. one is that, rF
child care workers are more sensitive to victims, they will
not go to the streets. Another is that the only reason
victims go to the streets is because child care workers are
insensitive. we are al-so uncrear about the number of chil_d

care workers and victi¡ns that are being talked about in this
statement.

vii) BAND WAGON AppEAL: Statements or arguments that
suggest that "everyone" is of a certain opinion, or there is
an inplicit invi-tation to " jump on the band wagon" without
thinking about the imprications or neaning of that decision,
then this technique has been used. An example is: "The.

hair raising evidence at the recent crininar trial of a

sexuaLly abusive stepfather shows that Manitoba chirdren
have not been adequateJ.y protected against abuse." This
statement implicitry suggests that everyone in Manitoba
agree with such evidence as the resurts of this trial.
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However the reasons and facts to support this statenent are
not given.

viii) cllrrERrNc GENERALTTTES: Abstract words rike
"happiness" or "brotherhood,, or,,forgiveness,, can be used
and the reader can forget what exactry the person is
referring to because the image created is not concrete in
neaning. Although it is difficult to disagree with images
rike "fairness" and " cooperation", we might not arl agree
with what that means or how to attain it. However we night
more easiry agree on the meaning of "laundromat". when an

abstract general state of things is referred to rather than
a thing itself, it is more difficurt to cÌarify specifics of
the meaning and therefore more difficult to crearly agree or
disagree. other exampres of grittering generaJ.ities are:
terrorists, subversives, do-gooders, far-reaching reform,
abusers, iustice, societyts disgust, manipurative parents.

b) FACTUALLY BASED

The assumption here is that
of f ac|, logic, .emotionality

most articles will have examples

, and speculation.

An exanpre from each article about facts that the argument
is based on wiÌI assist in the finar decision of whether the
articLe is generarly factualÌy based. while this exampre is
being sought, notice whether this is the primary way that
evidence and infornation is presented in the articre.
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C ) EMOTIONS, TNTUTTTON, EXPER]ENCE

An example of an article that is not factual but rather
emotionally based is: "A nine-year-old girl wanted the
abuser tied to a bed, gasorine poured on him and burned, she

said. Treatment shouLd be a privilege not available to al-l
offenders, Berriner said. she said therapists shouldnrt
waste their tine on abusers who dontt adnit their problem.."
Although this infornation may be accurate, the way the facts
and opinions are stated in a way that may evoke an emotional
reaction from the reader and also presents an enotional and

experiential perspective about that incident. No contextuaÌ
infornation is provided and no comment is made by the
journalist about the reason that the chiÌd and the speaker

spoke so intensely about their experiences.

while seeking out an exanple of emotional presentation of
infornation, note whether more examples exist or whether the
entire article presents informat,ion in this fashion

d) LOGTCAL ARGUMENT

An exanple of a'logicaJ_ argunent: "A man who indecently
assaulted the nine-year-old daughter of his former conmon

law wife has been sentenced to three months in jail.

. . . arlowed the accused to serve the sentence on weekends so

he will not lose his job." The entire article is a list of
facts that appear to be easily checked for accuracy. when

the article is examined from beginning to end for the
logical flow of the argument, the thene development makes
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sense and flows well. rf insufficient contextuar
information is given the article wiLl not flow J_ogically.
It will appear that information is missing.

e) sPEcuLATrvE: to contemplate ideas nentarry, to ponder a

subject from different angles, to nake a statement based on

conjecture (Weþsters dictionary).

An example of a speculati'e argument is: "A high schooL

principal told the meeting that public perceptions of school

disciprine are based on outdated beriefs favoring strong
punishment". This statement is used in an argument about

why physical- abuse statistics are decreasing and sexua.L

abuse statistics are increasing and the overall article is
about getting tougher abuse reporting l-aws. The statements

used the support the argument and the entire argument is
speculative. No facts of valid statistics are provided, and

the reader is left guessing about the evidence for these

statements. A speculative article may be one where only
one side of an argument is provided and the reader is left
wondering "what is the other side of this story" or "there
must be another part to this story".

f) oVERALL ARTTCLE

Each article must now be labeÌled as

factual and speculative, Iogical and

and speculative. Briefly review #6,

factual and logicaJ.,

emotional, or emotional

7, and 8 and remember
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tthe tone of the article, the headline (where availabl_e), and

length, the nunber of symboJ-s and predictions, and make.a
judgernent about whether the articfe !{as prinarily i, ii,
iii, or iv.

G) Also briefly explain why.

9. Public reaction: fn the above example (# g, e) the
implication is that the pubric favors harsher chitd
punishment than the schools are and that these harsher
punishments might be considered abuse.

L0. Values:

These subjêctive opinions are judgements based on the
preceding questions and answers. The prirnary message and

context within other articles may give some substance to the
reason that the articre was considered to be newsworthy.
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.{PPENDIX B

CONTENT ANALYSTS
CH€CKL TSr FOR,M

l. The C¡ntent of the Articìe (urhc, r,¡hat, where, when, why):
¡) t¡iho i: blrs article ebor.¡t:

Ð) t¡:si rs lhe ai-Ei:le abcut?

c) f{l'rerc, dees the e\,,eng, issi.¡e t.åke place?

d) l¡,ihen ,Joes trre evenL ar i:ìsue t.ah.e pl¡ce.l

e ) telhy :
i ) Are lhe causes of chiLd se)<ual ¿rbuse scar.ed?yes_ no_ (if no, go on to ii).
rf "_':,:i,:i':,1,?1,',¡;.;îl l;ï;' l:î=;;::3,=,ll :F?s l

vi':ience)
f,1¡j 1.,, mili*,.r (dìsorgani:ràEion, fam:. I yhi.stcry)
p7:ychc log:ca I s l.¡ ie cf .:du I t who abuses

chi. I.iren
ol-hei' sp:c;ifv

i i ) Are rhe -cr3t.ise3 of the eveni c-rr isst.¡e rrr.aL :.::.covere,J in lhis.articie ste:ed.l Jes _nÐ(if no, go on te 2)

l-ist state,"i càuses
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?- Effects of and solutions Eo child sexuaL abuse:

a) fs there any information about the effecÈs of child
no (it no 90 on to b)sexual abuse? ves

Mark any and all of the stated effects:
_ emoEionaL effects on children who 3re abused

- 

physical ef f ects on chi l.Jren who a¡e ebusecj

- 
einoEional ef f ect,s of parenÈs' resction on chil.Jrenat disclosu¡ e

- 
emotional effects far chile's familv rnembers who' !{ere not, abused

- 
emctional reçr¡l Ès f or eduL ¿s r¡ho did abuse chi tdren' et, lime of disclosure
the long term effecLs of cirild sexuar abuse onaduIÈs in Larer ye.ars of aCuIthood
the positive effeåts of sociar. Íntervention orcounsellÍng on chiLdrerr who have been abused

_ the neg.ative effects of sociai intervenlion orcounSelling on children who have been abused

- 
the positive effects of socÍal intervenr-ion or
counsel I i ng on adr-¡ i ts who have abused chi ldren
counselling on adults *ho have abused childien

- 

f,he <Jifferences between incesl and child sexu.al
eb¡.¡se by non-f amily me¡bers

-- other (specify)

bl C;¡u.:= - Ef fect:
i ) is ¡,here any commont in

ef fect re l.¡tionshif,s?
lhe srticie

ve3
abcu L :.ause

no

i i ) l.tri te the senÈence Èhåt suE.Jests cåuse -ef f ¡:ct-:

:.lfr

iii) rs thäre something abcr.¡t trre cause-effecIrelationship Eha r- åpf/ears too simpl ist ic or
wi lhou t explan.ation or evidence-,'

_no e;<plain

ves explarn

!Ì: : ; -:r'ì
. .-'sõt..1': i..:iTrÈ;i i.., ri i. i

.,:-.'r;1 -: .
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c) staEerJ solr.¡tions LD the probrem of chird sexu¡l abuse:

i ) Mark which of the f ol lowing aÌ-e s Eated solu tions:

_ incarceration mentione,J alone
_ probation menticned alone
_ counselling rnentioned .eLone

- 
f ines mentione,J alone

_ incarceration & probaÈion
_ incarcer¡Lion, prcbation, anrJ counse I I ing
_ incarceration ancj counsetlinE

- 
ProbaÈion anrl counselling

_ none of the above
_ other specify

i i ) rs there something about the stated sorutions. t,hat
appears too símplistic or withor¡È explanation or
ev'idence?
_no explain

- ves explain

.3. Sources of Inform.rtÍon

e ) Who wrote the .rrticle'?

b ) How was the inf crm.¡iÍon or>taineO'? Mark the f oLl,:wing.
i n t,e rviews wi t h expe r ts
interviews wir:h participants in the eve;rt
self as ok,server,/participant
wr i tten e\per t i nf r:rmation
other specify

lhe ariicle does not eddi^ess how lhe
iñformat.Íon ùA,âs obtained

c) t¡Jhc¡ Ís quoted? ( if the art,icle conlains no quo¿es. Eo cn
bo 4).

Name

Position

Title
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'J) N.¡ture of the guote - M¡rk only ¿he one that bestsug(les t,s Èhe nå ÈrJ re of the quc te .

The quote is used Èo:

- 
convey or cont-irm informaEion about causation

- 

convey or confirm informa.tion åborrt effects onchi Idren or thei r fami I ies
-- convey or.confirm inforrnabion abouE solutions

-- convev or confirm the seriousness of child sexuaLabuse

- 
convey oÌ^ confirm the prevålence of chil.d sexr.lal

ahr"lse
_ convey oi confirrn coneeì-n.¡bcut the government

croposed solutions

_ oÞ-her- =pecify
Comp 1e tenes'3 of the quot 1cìni) rs t gr.rot.ation nconpì.ete?

(if ño, on to f)

f ) Are
ie 

'-- 
r

ve

e,ì

,E)

buE
8uo

Po

Ti
Re

Rea

) I

'th
fr
no

átic
u n..l

..:rfne _.

si ti

Z",".:ff::=rT
,re ^ry Áifiers arra'.yá r" rhe su
)m ar 

Zn.^nrce 
the scuyá or spgst:e.?

' Á"plein poss íbúímF,ticaricns

n5 Ct
ble to

lhe repo ¡- te rSOIJ T

mean i ng

Ee r-o ;

t-o cont..lct

on //

Ele
å s ts tec for sttençrfing to contact-the

son staÈe nability to obtain:

- ,..i.-trr+
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4. llessåge

e) l4ark one for the primary angle or message of the article:

-- 
a particular incident of abr.¡se that raises concerns

_ f oI Ìcw up orì .en incident of abr-¡se

_ a gt'oup or person or conf eren(:e where t.he goal is
âw.arene:ss raising ahrr¡ut a chi Id sexuâl abuse

- 
a progì^an'nee<J or client neec that is seen es important

Èo ad,Jress (usually icenti f ie.J by the service
p rovioe rs )

_ a pro.lråm or service ina,Jequacy including social
service. schools end daycar= (ioentified by consumers
of service or oEher service providers)

_ request for policy changes in goverrrment

_ infoi'mation about people who aþuse chil,Jren

- 
solu ti ons propose.J by government

- 
sclr-rtions propose(j h,y other th.an gcvei-nnien!

_ f .: Ise al legat Íons of .abuse

_ cri'l-tural differences in handlin.3 issues of abuse(other than aE¡originat )

- 
aborÍginal culture âîrl chilC se<u3l .:b.use

_ of-her specif y

b) Does the message suggest anrzthing abc,r.¡t the values of
t,he newspaper?

r:;:.i,¡r--
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5. Form

a) Mark one thaL best describes
Headl i ne:

å psrricurar incidenÈ of ak¡use tha*, raises c6ncerns
f oilow up on irn incidenr-- of ¡buse
a gi-ot¡p or person or conf eÌ^ence whereawareness raising about chi ld sexual

i prograrn need o¡-:lient need lh¡:. i;'. to sddress

Ëhe an,3le conveyed by the

the Ecai is
a.buse

seen .ts i,lrlo r- t,.-¡n t

a prcgram or service inarje,¡uacy incit.¡,Jin,¡ socialservices, schools an<J <1aycai.e

re(luest f or pof i"" changes rn governrnent o¡- otherorg_rni¿ation

inrcrrn.at icrn abou E people who abuse chi l.ãren
solutions proposed by government

fai.se allegations of abuse

cullural cliffetences in ârJ<1 rç55j¡q iss,_les of eh¡use(other than aborigin.¡.1 )

.¡bo¡iginal cuInure anll c_-l-,il.J s?:<.r..t.r1 .,rbuse

_ other specify

b ) Promine of the srticle a o hee,iline:
i ) s.i of the headl i cm

1l qì !Ê

- r1

,cm Y cn

ge crn x
iii ) how

ar E icles

about Ehe s

6 F*-

'r:.3 :

comp.åre wíEh other

Iarger than o

srnalìer than oLñrs

n Èhe s.arle pa

other c nts

as others
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åS Cot'tlÐ.:t r to o Eher-

psge: l.arger then her

ller bh¡n oth 5

o the rs

other co I'c

printed day abor.r t ch i ld

about fhe san{as

f ron t, page
íd Ehe f ron t, sec
'on the f ront p7!f e

sSfne

i ii ) whar

ments

s the photo te

on but not on

of a section

cåp t

th f ront

than

page

the fronthersection
_nea r t,he h¡ack

/-c Elrer ( sPeci )

d ) Êre ther Photos? ves

-no 

(if not L ngoon¿o6)
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e ) Does the f orrn sugge; E
newsÞape r?

a¡ything abou¿ Ehe vêlr-res of the

ó Predict,ion and patterning:

a ) Was there any predictl'.on
futr.¡re of chil,J sexrJal .rbusel
ro b).

in this a'-ticle aþouI the
ves __no ( if nc .Jo on

i ) jf ye:3, di.J the precict,icn involve
expectiog the inci<Jents Eo jncreese
e>p,ecting the ef f ecls on chi ldren Èo beh¡o¡''se th¿.n srciety had real izedexpeciin.3 th,-Se wirc¡ a.lcr.lse Children toabuse again after E,h- soLuÈion has þeen
a t temp led
expecting p:cblems relaled Èo childsexuaL -¡buse to ge¿ out of hand if
sorne Eh i nE i s ro b done now

b ì Did any p.at terni ng
linked Ec ot.her simil.ãr

other (specify,ì

occur where
stories te

VES no íif
i) if )/es, "rriEe ihe ser,t?nc_eoÌ trend:

Èhis story's theme is
suggest a trend?
ño, Eo on Lo 7) .

¡h:- L :,urJgì€S!-.9 ;f p.atte:n

7. Symbols

a) Are
sugges t
i nvo I ved

there årìy descrrr,ticns, eb jects, oì^ images t,hatrÌGre inf o+^mation ¡bou È t.he pe¡-scns or event:-,th.¡n typical Ly be conveyed by a hJord or phrase?ves 
--no 

(it nc go to g)

if y€s, write ouL the sentence Èhat sug.¡esbs thei)
symbol:

ii ) ¡¡hat might the word or phr-ase suggest aside f romthe dictionary meaning?
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8' rhe logic and factuar presentation in the articre:
e) L/nsound weys of c¡-€3ting .en a;-gument:

Éìre thei-e examples of these probl*ms in È,he a,-EicIe?(M.:rl-. alI Èhat spply: if iÈ occurs moi-e than once perarticle, m.¡rk the n,¡mber of ex.,implesi

i ) boLd assertions
eg

iÍ ).-Pattern and prediction
eg

iii ) Attscl<ing the person not the argumenteg--

iv)-PoinEing to the enemy (ofte¡ in quoÈes)
eg

v) misusing st,atistjcs
e9

vÌ )_ Meshing f act wi trr ai:i,rion
eg

vi i )--_Band wag,--rn appeal
eg

v-ii j ) 

--_Ct 
i t ter i nE Siene,-.al i tias (ccop=rs t ion,iustice. democråcy, -Ìðw and or.Jer, peåce. weLl_úeinE).

"n
For each iÈem marke<J above. commen' on Ehe meaning orinpression created with the pi^obtematic techniques_-i ---
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b) Give glr.ì exa¡xple af how the article was f.rcEu¡l1v besed:

c) Give an examole of
b,ased more on emoticns

how the article
, intuiricn, oi-

hJas not f.actua1. hut
someone's exÐerience:

d) Give an example of how the a; ticle was logicat in i,--s
å rgumen t, ;

e ) Give an example ,tf how the article was specrllative in its
a rgument :

f ) l.rlhen considering the overal I article. checse
f ol lor^ring th.¡b best, repre=ents the genei-al logic
pr€sentation of tire article:

cne of the

and factuaL

i) factu.¡I an.J logicaI
i i ) f ac lr.¡a I ancj spe., taG-iii) logicaL and emor:ion.al
tv.) emotionaì and speculati"..u_

g) Er:pl¡i¡ yo:.rr choice in e) above

9. PubIic reacbion:

ïs there anythÍng in thisreaction is/ w.asl might be
article to suggest what the publÍc

Eo child sexual aþuse?

r'ì1 :-:
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lO. VaLues

a) tlhat seems to be
newsuJc r t hy?

Èhe reason this story was considered

Dec. 1995
cÐe te rs
mor'.al panic theeis
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APPE}IDTx. C

LIST OF ALL PERSONS AND ORGNANIZATTONS CONTACTED A\iD
INTERVIEWED FOR THIS STUDY

r. Anonymous: rnterviews regarding policy changes between
1980 and 1990 at several- organízations resulted in a request
b-"* the interviewee to be anonymous. These r^/ere: The FortGarry schoor Division, The Manitoba Teacher's society, and
The city of l.iinnipeg Police Department - youth Division.
2. Buck, Margot. Assistant Director of the child protection
centre, rocated in the Hearth sciences centre, winnipeg.
Buck was interviewed initially for her knowledge of theporicy and guideline changes at the child protection centre
and her knowredge about canadian trends regarding chird
abuse led to a Ìonger telephone interview.

3. chudzik, John. Provincial child Abuse coordinator for
Manitoba from the beginning of this program in lggL to thepresent ( 1996 ) . Most people that were interviewed referred
to chudzik or recommended speaking to hin. A more in depth
audio taped interview took place. (see Appendix G for
notes about this interview. )

1, Ferguson, Dr. charlie. Medical Director at the child
Protection Centre, Health Sciences Centre, Manitoba.
Dr. Ferguson was also referred to in severar previous
interviews and thus he was contacted for contextual
information and his point of view on changes at the chiLd
Protection Centre.

5, Gelirrrorì, Elaine. Area Director for winnipeg child and
Family services. Gellman was recommended by the Executive
Director of winnipeg child and FAniry services after a brief
description of the request to understand guidetine changes
during the lg80's. Gellnan described the agency's dil-emmas
and also referred me to Kathy Hudeck ¡ lrt regional
supe rvi sor

6. Hof fman, Diane'. Ad¡ninistrator at the Manitoba
Adolescent rreatment centre, winnipeg, Manitoba. she was
contacted about policy and guideline changes at this
organi zaLíon,

7, Hude k, cathy. Regionar supervisor for winnipeg child
and Family services. she was recommended by Gerrrnan for
more detailed information about the changes in the agency in
the early 1980's.

8. Mccornick, Norma. Formerly with the Manitoba Adolescent
Treatment centre and the Manitoba representative on the
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Badgrey commission (e federar research study about chitd
abuse ) .

9. Mitchell-, Catherine. Reporter with the Winnipeg Free
Press. she had written many of the 1985 articles and r had
the opportunity to meet her and speak briefly during my
library research at the Winnipeg Free press. Later I
contacted her in follow up with more contextual- questi-ons.

10. Smith, Muriel. Former Community Services Minister
between 1983 and 1987 with the New Democratic party. She
rry'as interviewed for her conceptual framework about the
policy and social changes regarding child sexual abuse in
the 1983 to 1985 time period. This was an audio taped
interview and a summary can be found in Appendix I
11. Wall, Tin. Executive Director of Klinic. He was
contacted because KLinic was one of the organizations most
frequently mentioned in the winnipeg Free Press as actively
involved in ar.Tareness raising about sexual abuse in the
community. He was questioned about guiderine changes in the
organizaLion and about contextual information.



APPENDIX D

ORGANIZATION ROLE DESCRIPTIONS

CHILD PROTECTION CENTRE:
Permanently funded in 1982 and designed to assess children
and family dynamics when risk of child abuse was evident.
Medicar examination and treatnent as well as psychological
and socia.l- assessments and treatment is of f ered.

CITY POLICE - YOUTH DIVISTON:
Since the early 1970's the Police
investigation process in Manitoba
been alleged. Their role changed
were made in 1983, 1987, and 1988
details ).
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have been part of the
when child abuse risk has
when criminal code changes
( See Appendix 6 for futher

KLÏNTC:
.{ comrnunity medical and psychological counselling and
treatment centre for adults. With a. feminist philosophy,
KIinic has lead the community in providing counselling to
abused women and abused men receíve nearly 25% of its
services.

}ÍANTTOBA ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTRE:
A community mental health facirity for children including
psychiatric and psychorogicar assessments and treatment in a
hospital-, out patient, and several community based settings.

MANITOBA TEACHER'S SOCIETY and THE FORT cARRy SCHOOL
DTVISION:
These two organizations were contacted as part of the
education system's involvenent in guideline and policy
changes. The Manitoba Teacher's society is the professionar
association for teachers and the school division is the one
that was most frequently referred to in the Winnipeg Free
Press.

hIINNIPEG CHILD A-ND FAMTLY SERVTCES:
Formerly known as Children's Aid Society, this is the
primary child protection agency in the City of t{innipeg.
rnvestigative social workers work in collaboration with the
police department when investigating allegations of child
abuse or neglect.
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APPENDIX Et-

AUDIO CONSENT FORM

1. Description of interview process: this interview takes
place because the interviewee participated in a public
debate about the poLicies and solutions that were designed
in the early 1980's to address child sexual abuse. Several
questions have been developed to explore the interviewee'.s
invol-vernent, experience, and knowledge of decision naking
processes during the 1983 - 1985 ti¡ne period. Because the
nature of the information is directly related to the
interviewee's participation in a public role, their comments
will be on the record. The potential benefits to the person
being interviewed are to revisit a time period during
his/her invol-vement in public office, through the eyes of an
interested, curious researcher who is piecing together an
understanding of the public interest in child sexual abuse
during the 1983 1985 time period, There are few risks to
the person being interviewed, and she,/he may indicate at any
time that they do not wish to pursue a line of questioning,
or withdraw fro¡r the interview entirely. Time conmitment
approximately I hour

2, Name and phone number of researcher: Carolyn Peters,
work number is

3. Withdrawal from interview: There is no penalty for
withdrawal- from this project at any time.

4, Confidentiality; As noted above these interviews will
take place on the record and a request has been made by the
researcher to audio tape the interview. These audio tapes
will be destroyed immediately following the completion of
the research project (expected date of completion: October,
I996 ). fnformation provided in the interview wiII be
interpreted and recorded in the research report.

5. A summary of the results of this study are available
from the researcher (name and phone number above) upon
request.
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6. Consent for audio taping:

I Éive Carolyn Peters,
a Graduate Social Work Student and Researcher, perrnission to
recordonaudiotapeourconversatj.ononthisthe-day
of_ in the year . This audio recording will
be used by the Student Researcher to complete her study and
then will be destroyed.

Signature of interviewee:
Date:_
Signature of researcher:

cpeters
t996
audconsent



Appendix F 135
Conversation with Muriel Smith
June 8, 1996 .:.: -

In the 1970's.the physical abuse of child, known as the Battered Child Syndrome, was fi¡st identified by the medicalprofession who noticed repeat admissions of the same children for physícal injili";. ï;ir;ttãoo'n.non was wellcove¡ed by the medþ' In ttt" late '70's and early '80's, a conference wás o.ganizeã-by Ë;fð;¡ñarc in ìt ê ?i"ilonchild sexual abuse. This helped to generate boitom up pressure on the gov-ernment tä äo somettiing. È;r¡n;;i-
there was a responsive government-.

During the'70's, there had been.an expansion of Family Life education in the schools. The media and society at
l^arge. were becoming less secretive a1ä m91e open aboirt sexual mafters. Secrecy arouná ult-Ãàttrrs relating tò the
family w.a¡. giving way to concepts. of.social reiponsibilify for healthier attitudesio seiuatiÇ, and to the need to
protect children from sfx*31 exploitation by ad{lts, partiðuhrly $gse r1 a position of trusf ívithin tft" fu.iii, itril¿
care centres and schools. The federalty funded Badgieley Cominission Repbrt produced atarmine statistics showinsjust how widespread and prevalent child sexual abuie was throughout cahada: neviously truììiññ;;;;;; Ë;ä|
increasingly_suspicious 9f lqayqq their children in the care of an-y other adult without thã* Ëi"g""i"quæ. 

_----

safeguards. Unfortunately- this tide of opj:nnes^s and concern staríed to flow back towarãs r"¿;"-"; anã ihe lrotectionof family privacy during the latter part of the'80's.

Ther.e were professionals wltþin fle_ogparhnext of Community Services who were researching a new Child and
Famiþ. Serv.ice1Ac1, passed in 1985. ohe of the topics they stúdie¿ for inclusron in ttr" Àct *ããchil¿ seiùãf auuie.
John Chudzik, Provincial Child Abuse Coordinator, took the lead, supported by social workers both in thJ
department p{ in tle field. The-political leadership was not afraid of having further state intèrvention in the familvif it was in the best interests of thè child, and suppórtive of the family, the cüfture of oriein anà t¡" .ò-*it*irr- i;'
the extent tha! lþgy promoted the.wellbe.rnc of thè child. overall, they prefenea a prevèñtiv;r"d ;úp;;iq¡¡'/ ' 

!v

approach.to child welfare_over a highly intèrventionist and treatmeníoiiented one. The issue oichilä^sexual abuse
presented a particular-challenge to this approach because, as the Attorney General's Oepartrnent b"¿"*; iÑJ;;á; 

"strongly lgsalistic and punitive-approach was introduced. Spuned by adíocates from ttie Wõ*ã"'r Movement whb
wanted all vlolence m the tamlly to be recognized and criminalized, The AG's Departrnent criminalized child sexual
abuse and mandated compulsory reporting õf actual or suspected cases.

Throughout this period, thererü¿ts- a strong growth 
-in [i4nipeg's aboriginal community. population on the reserves

was burgeo^ning, a1{,-dr.ive.n by the confl-icting pulls of theèxõitemeniand promise of empioy-"nt i" th;;iit;l
the.pulls gf.mor.e tishtly knit community life oiìhe reserve, many aboriginä p.oft" **'in-óo"rtant movemenr in
and out of the cþ. Their children wereiepresented in dispr-oportíonatelihigh nuitrbersin th"çñilñ;ilil;y;.[.
Encouraggd b¡r D.epartment social workeri whowere encôurâging $e_m'to b"ecome -ore ass"rive in seJÈùg-tfreü---
rights and h fp.ding.u voice, several hundred attended the 198--3 Ãctu of cnildren's Àid wi*ip"g. TÉt-rì-gr;ãt¡p
as members with a view to helping to elect some of their own r€pr€sentatives to the cÀs il*.í. f,tt ;;";;---- -
frustrate_d by the invoca-tion ofan unwritten rule that members häd to belong for one year Uãfo." tftãi tn"i. entitled
to.vote. Faced by such_intransigence, coupled to their concem over the dispioportionátely large number ofchildren
taken into_ care by Çf.!,winnipepj.T uv a private Board) relative to whai ryås trqppàniríg inirr" õtttãi wilii"c--
agencies (namely, Children's Aid Eastern - run by a comniunity based Board, an¿'Ötrii¿.ãn{ Àid western - ' "
government run), the Government moved to revoke their mandate. A temporary governmnt appointed board of five
persons was appointed.

The Department of Communþ Services had been lperqting an extended broadly participative planning exercise
designejlto.organize Winnipeg's child¡en's aid serviôes intõsix regional areas, eäcit wittr'its or"ir co.m-unity based
board. The intention was to roõt awareness of what was happeninfto childreí as Uioaaty ã pôssible in the'
communþ so that support services could be developed qnóng thã fuil range of commuiity groupingi, nõi just in an
agency of last resort like the traditional children's aiä society.It was hoped-that this typã oÍoigatiizaiión wduld be
more oriented to preventive and supportive services, and thát this ;ppi;'ach would be Ûoth less"expensive and moie
effective in the long run.

This process was ac¡elerated and thesix agencies established two years ahead of the original timetable. There
followed a period ofturmoil asfhe new ageicies took hold and esra'blished the parérn ofiãÑìõã tn"yðôrriàir"¿
most.appropriate to their area. The board members became articulate and passiónate spokespeopÈ fór ¿ñilù;;ã
practice not always comfortable for the Government 9f the d.aV,.þut definitely an a¿ve,høÈè'toiïn" 

"iryr 
¿hi6ñ.

being cìoser-to where the children and families lived.led to siglificant increases i" iefõrtíãf 
"Uuse 

aná oegl..r. In
spite of the funding.for more supportive and preventive serviões, the costs for treatrnänt ofittil¿ten taken ñto care
also went up' A major reason for this was the parallel move to deal with child sexual abuse.

In 1983, protocols for mandatory reporting ofsuspected cases- were introduced. Workers in the field started asking
thei¡ current cases Írs well as their néw onãs whetlier there had been a history of sexuál abusà. ihe results were
overwhelming and surprising. No one had anticipated the extent of the probiem. Within one year of the new
procedures being intro-duced,46%o of all child wèlfare cases were found to have a sexual abuáe èomponent. prior to
taht, a wide variety iof interpretations had been.given to runavays, living on the steét, and ; ;ide üg; ;i ãtú -
acting out behaviours. As thèse cases now required criminal invésiigatio-n, many more'children *"r" taken into care
gf_.-",tt! investisltpns conducted. The net impagt o¡ the reformeã systém was that a fullàr range of iãrvices wÃ-
ottered to more children; more advocates were actively supporting the wellbeing of children thro-ughout the
community and putting pressure on the Government tó meei the néeds of these õhildresn; but the total cost



increased.
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Aboriginal children continùed to be particularly vulnerable. Thir families experienced poverty, unemployment,

ff"åü'i"'.ä;ä1'T¿if",i"";fli,trru,i3åiÉii,**iffr,,ulä.1txnr*fi1í",üiîi'f;:äå,åffS
arose between agencies as the regional.bôrads were nót able to ttait iu.íly;;rbä;Ëi.r" rrrqu.nrly on themove. Signifrcantly.different practice developed in each of the six reÀìons, appropriate to the needs of the localcommunities but still requiring better coordiriation.and pro.vincially cãnsistetifstai.rá;il. $;ià.iiriuî"rîrJr., outpertaining to child sexual abuse because of the multidlsðiplinary aiproach. M"áic"l peopt.'ui ttr. Chiiõ;ïãion-'
centre.accused the government of.falsiffing child abuse åumbérs.'ü/hen rhe duJ5g.ñËd-it *âr ¿ir.ouered rhatwhile the hospitals counted each child aämÍte¿ to hospital, the-sociàLwo.i.o*úõliã"ìa"d'tl-. gou"--"n
statistics only counted the cases where there was suffiôient evidence to stand 

"p 
in õo"rt. ifp iourrn-"nt then Dut

extra effort and resourc-es into,developingteamwork and mutual understandinc'".;;gãiUili¿Ìr.liËliîTr'i;;;þJ"'
legal, police, social work, medical, educãtion, child care etc. e ------Þ

Two sub-issues of child.sexual abuse emerged during the'80s: ritual abuse and false memory syndrome. There was
a spate of publicity on ritual abuse which bécame 4efured very broadly to includã-*däi;iiy;irh children thar
wasn't politically mainstream and fundamentally Christian. this broad interpretation of iftè ìã." led to increased
resistance to measures to deal with all forms ofihild abuse. Men in positionior-ãuili;riy;ü;i, 

"irij¿rãn, 
iucrr a,

teachers, child care workers, recreational leaders, became.increSs.rngiv defensive *¿E in i 
"rúi"gifi";iy--*' 

*
accused. They were suspicious of having thei¡ names on the child a-búse registe.. cònòern *as expreîsed aíto
whether children's testimony could be re-lied on. The professional psycholo-gisrs rt"*;äiËt.nìt¿ set¿om iiãá a¡out
abuse. Gone was the Freudian belief that children rptirral.ly had seiuâl rantãsiei. ouei 

"!äiñriüiæ 
was some

growing evidence that the.plethora.of sexuaìly explicit telévision, videos, books and;;E;i";;, often available in
children's homes, p.lus their activg impinalolrs, iere producing â precoóious a*ar"ness-and uãruuul"ry tñãi-igirt
contaminate the evidence. Publicity abõut False Memóry Syndr-omè only served t" 

"ggããt" 
the situation.

Polarization increased. Concern appeared to shift from protection of the more vulnerable person, the child, to
concem f9r the reputatio-n o¡ accesi to employment. on the other hand, the womenb mouõmãnian¿ otherj were
concerned about the wellbeing of child¡enani their own economic indêpendence. Th.V proæii"¿ ttt;ñ;tug
volume of pornographic advertising {r$ lhe lryking of sex and violence in ro ¡¡u.rtà¿í""tiring. vr*y *"n uã-ã"¿ totheir fear of being falsely accuse by children their iesenrment of women's orive foiequ"tity ;ft"h tËñ;.;Ë¡ ;
"anti-men"..The Government'¡ job-was to find the appropriate balance, leaning if n";är".y t"t"*ar tí"i*tñ ;i -
children and the prevention ofábuse.

Social change rarely proceeds. in.straight lines..Changes seem to proceed by aziggn{zagginc motion. Many
women victims of violence who havelived with apfirygrd ignoiance_ofteí u"cõñe"vffãä,puniive anä

::?.Ti:i:lyry1t.lt1v.r'ryt become aware of their riþtrts. somiremai!rhere, vicrims ortrrÉ, rruñíÉöy *á ttrèiriisters
have experienced. Most, however, acquire self-accêptance and confidence'and move on as ñ¡ll r"á ;q"al prñ;i,
more integrated settings. Child sexuai abuse was anã is a very complicated issue. gri"gins it oüt of the closet and
utto public awareness was bound to arouse powerful oppositión ana it ¿i¿. Buildine the-caãaciw of . 

- -
multidisciplinqr teaqs.al{culturalþ.apppnrigte servìðes to deal withthe isiue G-;i;õ;pi'istred overnigtrt.
Much learning.is required. Some chiidréri inèvitably fell through the cracks duiine itrã ðiÀ*ïåáiional rransirions.
l he gain 

1va.s $a!-previously, their plight was scarc'ely named ór recognized, and ihere wã.e no aavocates to ipãat
out on their behalf.

I think the Government ofthe day worked conscientiously and persistently to build the most effective response
system.that knowlede.e and experience could achieve. Thé ongóing shortage or reiourcãi-ianiicappe¿ the process.
but that was as much because of the volume generated by theìncreased abilþ to detect and reach ôtiit¿.""¡ñ nè"1'
as from reluctance to tackle an impo.rtant emðrging sociál issue. I was proudío h""tpËñã; futt in ttt.
development of that response capácity.
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APPENDTX G

Summary of fnterview with
Chudzik is the Provincial
Manitoba.

John Chudzik on June 13, t9g6
Coordinator of Child Abuse in

In the early 1970's, Manitoba was on of the first
provinces/territories to pioneer a murti-disciprinary
approach to child abuse. rnter-departmental- guidetines were
implemented. The child abuse movement had its roots with
Helfer/Kempe's describing the "battered child syndrome" i.n
the states. A multi-discplinary team meant coordination
among poì-ice, child protection agencies and the nedicar
system. There was a "special" provineial Task Force of z0
30 peopre who were J.eading experts on child abuse in the
province including judges, executive directors,
prosecutionts departnent and involved in recommending major
revisions to the provincial guidelines. The resurts were
released in 1984.

rn t'he late 1970's sexual abuse became publicly identified,
UntiI then, systems had been preoccupied with physical
abuse. sexual abuse disclosures increased dranatically.
Manitoba arready had an infra structure to dear with both
physicar and sexuar abuse. For the crininaL justice system,
however, evidence took on a neÌv importance in attempting toprove sexual abuse cases. Especially with small children in
trying to estabrish credibility as witnesses. confronted
with significant gaps in tine between the abuse itself, the
investigation and actually going to court, and because of an
adversarial- system, it was difficutt for the justice system
to ensure accuracy and continuity in their testimony.

The position of a Provinciar coordinator for Abuse was
establj-shed in r981 during the conservative government. The
rore of the coordinator initially focussed on three parts:
policy and regisration development, professional and pubric
aülarenessr and direct consultation on difficul-t cases.
Workshops presented on child sexual abuse in the early
r980's public aÌyareness increased reporting of abuse. often
there were peopre in'the audience who were themserves
survivors of abuse.

The federal Badgrey Report entítled sexual offences Against
children in canada (1984) was a historic canadian study
because the results pararreled a previous American study by
Diana Russel. The findings were shocking. one in four women
and one in ten men were found to be victims of child sexual
abuse before age 18. No one was ready for that information.
Professionals directry involved in the fierd r{ere perhaps
not as surprised because they knew that more and more cases
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of child sexual abuse. rn many cases there was a long
history of intergenerationar abuse. The Badgl-ey report was
a catalyst for bringing cases "out of the woodwork". There
was a very dramatic increase in child sexual abuse cases
across canada. Because physical abuse statistics remained
steady, concerns r^/ere expressed as to whether physical abuse
was not being adequately addressed.

As part of regional ízation in winnipeÉ, the chirdren's Aid
society of l{innipeg r,ras dissorved and six new chird and
Family Services agencies were created in l_985. Every
government over the past two decades has seen child abuse as
a priority. It has involved a growing attention to the
communi-tyts concern about the investigation, treatment andprevention of child abuse. Government strategy invorveci
public education in the schools and coordination of services
for abused children and famities. fn Montreal at an
rnternational congress on child Abuse in 1g85, people were
astounded by Manitobats advanced services for abuse. The
Badgley Report had recognized Manitoba as a leader in
organízing services for child abuse.

The challenge with child sexual abuse in Manitoba and
elsewhere in North America has been' a major systems issue:
the Criminal Justice system must deal wiifr th; alleged
offender; the social service system providing protection and
treatment to the victim and family; the Education and
Medical- systems are providing early identification of chird
abuse. Al-r these systerns have f aced the increasing need f or
more training, staffing and steadily increasing reports of
f amiì-y violence and chil-d abuse. .

The systems r^/ere in crisis and the reporting rates r¡rere
increasing quickry. The initial stage was shock, because
the increase in reports was overwhelming. There was some
minimization that the prevarence of abuse does not exist.
some school systems seemed t,he most concerned about fal-se
arlegations of teachers. However gradually, government has
continued to emphasíze a coordinated inter-disciprinary and
inter-departnentar sy-stems approach. The protocors for each
system became an essential part of the framework.

Media has often viewed and defined chird abuse as primariry
a chird welfare issue. when there was a major abuse story
or a child death, people would question whon to blame, and
child werfare was often singled out. However, a cruster of
five infant deaths in 1985 showed that chird abuse had
become a major systems issue for the police, he¿lth,
education and related areas. The five infant deaths in lg85
in a short period of time were a catalyst for change. The
regionalization of child and Fanify services was viewed as a
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contributing factor: individuats experienced identity
crises, the new organizations took time to adjust, outreach
in the community meant more connection with the community,
and the agencies were flooded with cases. Some
disagreements and tensions among the 6 regionar agenci_es
also developed. The original plan for a strong centrarized
intake and coordination proeess failed to be irnpJ-emented.

The five infant death reviews showed that the chil-dren were
al-l under I year ord. The parents were all immature and
inexperienced. Most had a history of being clients of many
systems including child protection and they didn't know how
to cope with the stress of life and the demands of caring
for an infant. Government initiated a major systems Review,
not just of the child protection system but of atl the other
systems invorved in the coordination of service for chird
abuse. The revi.ew Iooked at funding, staffing, training,
and treatment pIans.

rnitially media often sensationalized the issue of chird
abuse. rt has been argued that the constant focus on chird
abuse by the media may arso have had the resur-t that peopl-e
are desensitized and society's tolerance level for violence
has gone up. For instance, the violent images involving
t^¡omen and children in music and advertising is very
concerning.
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CONTENT A¡;.\LYSIS INFORMATION FROM WINNIPEG FREE PRESS
ARTTCLES (Themes by year, fol-l-owed by taburations bvquestion ) .

1983 - 1985

THEMES BY YEAR

1 983 ( 3l articles )
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Judge reprimands Chii.dren's Aid
court for not being responsive
sexual abuse in a high profile
Drama group promotes awareness
(6/3I articles ). The remaining
miscellaneous stories.

Society social worker in
to the signals of child
case. (16/3L articles).
of sexual abuse in schools.
are specific incidents and

I984 ( 46 articles )

rnformation from court cases of incidents of chil-d sexual
abuse that raise concerns. Requests for more and better
service coordination, Badgrey report responses, and concern
regarding how to handl-e the significant, j-ncrease in
reporting of abuse allegations.
(During 1984 and 1985 there were 18 articles and g
editoriaLs about the Badgley Report ) .

1985 January - September (25 articles)
Focus on Education systemts response to pressure fromcertain schoor trustees to articurate a poricy crarifying
teachers' responsibiLity to report suspected abuse, severarincidents involving schoor emproyees charged with chird
sexual abuse and fear by some school officiars of falseallegations in the future. us experts speak at rocal
conferences to rai.se awareness.

I985 October - December (24 articÌes)

social- service delivery problems identified by experts,
community, and government opposition rnembers. physical abuse
issues also prominent because of 5 baby deaths within
several months attributed by some to inadequate government
policy whire medical evidence seemed to contradict this
allegation. Provincial Cornmission recommends development of
ChiLd Protector role.
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x*f<f{els: The f ollowing tabulated restrlts are best
understood by reviewing simul-taneously with a copy of thecontent Anall'sis Form in Appendix 3 and the code Book fordefinitions of terms in Appendix 4.

*icxf,jefs the calculations for Bias and NeutraÌity are on p.

TABULATION OF RESULTS BY QUESTTON AND YEAR

Question: I e) Are the causes of child sexual abuse stated?
Answer:

NO 1983 27/3L

1984 26/46

1985 21/49

YES I98 3

l9 84

198 5

e / 3L (2e%)

2r/46 (46%)

30/49 ( 61% )

(68%)

( 56%)

( 4s8%)

rF YES, MARK which of

A) SOCTAL lfTLTEU

B) FAMILY MILIEU

c) PSYCHOLOGICAL

the following a.re stated causes.

1983 0/37 (0%)

Le84 7/46 (r5%)

1e85 6/49 (L2%)

1 983 3 / 3L (LO%)

1984 6/46 (L3%)

1985 L6/49 (37%l

STATE OF THE ADULT WHO ABUSES

198s 7 /31 (23%)

1e84 8/46 (17%)

1e85 7/4e (r+x¡



QUESTION 2 Al Is there an¡¡
child sexual- abuse?
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information about the effects of

I

ANSWER

NO 1 983

1 984

1 985

YES 1983

1 984

1 985

2A)

20/31

24/46

25/49

( 65%)

(52%)

( 51%)

IF YES, MARK ANY AND ALL OF THE STATED

i ) Emotional effects on children
1983 3/1I
198,1 5 /22
1 985 L2/27

77 /31 ( 35%)

22/46 (+ax¡

27/4e (55%)

ii ) Emotional- effects
r983 3/LL
1984 7 /22
1985 77/27

iii ) Emotional- effects
e ffects

r983 2/71
1984 2/22
1985 '4/27

iv ) One effect ( other
children )

1983 L/17
1984 7 /22
1985 t/27

EFFECTS;

who are abused (only)

and one or two additional effects

and more than three additional

than emotional effects on
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â C ) STATED SOLUTIONS:

i ) Mark which of the

incarcerat ion

following are stated solutions:

zero aIl years

zero all- years

probation
zero all years

b Probation alone
1 983
I 984
1985

counselling alone
re83 2/31 (6x¡
re84 6/46 (r3%)
rs85 5/4e ( 10%)

fines alone
1983
1 984
t985

incarcerat ion
198 3
1 984
I98 5
1985

incarc., prob. & counsel.

1983 3/3L
1984 5/46
I985 3/49

r983 2/37
1984 2/46
I985 4/49

incarcerat ion
I983 r/3.t
l-98,1 7 / 16
1985 8/49

probation and
t 983
I 984
198 5

( r0%)
( 8z¡
(6%)

(6%)
( 4%)
(8%)

and counsel
(3%)
(r5%)
(L6%)

counsell ing
zero a1l years

d
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i none of the above
1983 9/37 29%
1984 r4/16 30%
I985 9/49 L8%

i other specify_

i ) community education
re83 6/3r (r9%)
1984 4/46 (9%)
1985 6/49 (12%)

ii ) improved interagency coordination
1983 1/3L ( 3%)
rs84 3/46 (7x¡
1e85 s/4e ( t8%)

iii ) other general
1983 4/3L L3%
1984 3/46 7%
t985 5/49 r0%

3. QUOTES

QUESTTON; Nature of the quote Mark only the one that best
suggests the nature of the quote.

ANSWER;

a) convey or confirm information about causation
1983 0/3L-
1984 5/16 rr%
1985 0/19

b) convey or confirrn information about, effeets on chirdrenor their families
1983 L/31 3%
1984 1/46 2%
1985 I/49 2%
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convey or confirm information about so_Lutions

1985 I9/49 39%

convey or confirm the seriousness of child sexual_ abuseI983 0/31
1984 1/46 2%
1985 7/49 2%

convey or confirm the prevalence of child sexual abuse1983 4/3L Is%
1984 6/46 13%
1985 2/49 4%

f) convey or confirm concern about the government proposed
solut ions

c)

d)

e)

h)

i)

i)

198 3
I 984

1983
I 984
1985

6/37
6/46

2/sL
4/46
4/49

L9%
L3%

6%
9%
8%

g) other specify:

(fhe following additional categories were added
data gathered). from the

of abuseconvey information about a specific incident
1983 L0/3r 32%
1984 7/46 75%
t985 3/49 6%

convey information about community' education
1983 2/37 2%
1984 L/46 2%
1985 0/49

convel¡ infornlation about adults who abuse chiÌdren
1983 I/sL 3%
1984 2/16 5%
1985 2/49 4%

other
1983 0/31
1 984 5/ 16
I985 3/49

LT%
6%

k)
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MESSAGE

QUESTION: Mark one
art icle :

fo.r the primary angle or message of the

ANSf{ER:
a) a particular

1983 5/31
Ì984 72/ 46
1985 8/ 49

follow up on
I983 9/37
198,1 2 / 46
1985 9/49

incident of
16%
26%
r6%

an incident
29%
4%
18%

b)

abuse that raises concerns

of abuse

l_sc ) a group or person or conference where the goal
awareness raising about child sexual abuse

I983 L0/31 32%
1984 5/46 IL%
1985 10/49 2%

a program need or client need
address (usual1y identified by

1983 L/sL 3%
t98,1 4/46 9%
1985 3/49 6%

d)
to

that is seen as important
the service providers )

e) a progran or
service, schools
service or other

1983 2/31
t984 0/46
1985 5/49

service inadequacy including social
and daycare ( identified by consumers of
service providers )

6%

I0%

f)

s)

request for
1983 0/31
1984 2/46
1985 2/49

informat ion
1983 r/37
1984 3/46
I985 3/49

Þolicy changes in government

about peop-ì-e who abuse
3%
7%

I3%

4%
4%
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h) solutions proposed by government
t983 3/37 10%
1984 7/46 L5%
1 985 3/ 19 6%

i ) solutions proposed by other than government
1983 0/31
1984 6/46 72%
1 985 6/ 49 72%

j ) faLse allegations of abuse
( all years 0 )

k) curtural differences in handling issues of abuse(alL years 0)

I ) aboriginal culture and child sexual abuse
1984 only I/46 2%

m ) other I
1983 0/37
1984 5/46 70%
1985 2/49 4%

6. Prediction and Patterning:

QUESTTON: I{as there any prediction in this articre aboutthe future of child sexual abuse?

ANSWER: No.
1983 L7 /3L 55%
1984 28/46 67%
1985 23/49 47%

Yes
1983 'L4/3r 

45%
1984 18/46 39%
1985 26/49 53%

If yêsr did the prediction involve:
a) expecting the incidents or reporting of incidents toincrease 1983 5/31 16%

1984 4/46 9%
1985 2/49 4%
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b) expecting the effects on children to be worse thansociety had realized
1983 2/31 6%
l_984 2/46 4%
I985 0/49

c ) expecting those who abuse chil-dren to abuse agaín afterthe soÌution has been attempted
t983 L/31 3%
r98+ 0/46
t985 3/49 6%

d ) expecting problems rerated to child sexual abuse to getout of hand if sornething is not done now1983 0/37
r984 0/46
1985 3/25 6%

e ) other:

( the following categories were added from the datacollection )

f) children won't feel safe to disclose without changes inpolicy 1983 3/31 IO%
other years 0

g) e-xpecting community to lose confidence in social serviceresponse to child sexual abuse, while social services arestruggJ.ing and ineffective
1983 4/31 73%
1984 3/46 7%
1985 6/49 72%

h) expecting decrease in abuse reporting due to betterinvestigations and coordination of =""ri".=1983 0/31-
1984 2/46 4%
1985 3/49 6%

i ) expecting child sexual abuse issues to become trendy1985 2/49 onty
j ) other 1983 7/3L S%

1984 9/46 20%
1985 5/49 L0%
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QUESTToN; Are there any descriptions, objects, or.images that suggest more information about the persáns orevents invorved than wourd be typicarly conveyed by a wordor phrase?
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that had misleading
related issues )

article (Mark
per article,

ANSWER; No (# of articl_es / year
images about child sexual abuse or other

1983 12/37 39%
1984 9/46 20%
1985 3/49 6%

Yes
r983 19/31
1984 s7 /46
1985 46/49

6I%
80%
94%

Average # of symbols per article:
t983
I9 84
r985

8, I-insound ways of creating an argument:

Are there examples of these problems in theall that apply; if is occurs more than once
nark the number of examples):

i) bold assertions (# of total_ examples / year)
I983 22#/31 articles
1984 25#/46 articles
1985 I0#/49 articles
Pattern and prediction repeated

Attacking'the person not the argument1983 8#/31
7984 3#/46
1985 3#/49

pointing to the enemy
1983 r0#/37
1984 7#/46
1 985 8# /49

ii )

iii )

iv)

v) nisusing statist,ics
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1983 6#/s7
198+ 6t/46
1985 6#/49

vi ) meshing fact
1983 13# /3r
1984 L9#/46
1985 I9#/49

with opinion

appeaL

general ities

150

overall article
represents the general
article:

vii ) Band wagon
1983 5#/3I
1984 6#/16
1985 5#/49

viii ) Cfittering
r983 1I#/3L
1984 L8#/46
1985 L8+/+9

I f) Question: When considering the
choose one of the following that best
logic and factual presentation of the

i ) Factual and Logical:
1983 10/37 32%
1984 75/46 33%
1985 27/49 43%

ii) Factual and speculative:

iii) Logical and emotional:

1983
1 984
1 985

t983
I 984
198 5

iv) Emotional
198 3
t 984
198 5

7 /st
3/46
2/ 49

4/3r
16/46
L4/49

L0/31
t2/46

23x'
7%
8%

73%
35%
29%

32%
26%

and speculative:

L3/49 27%
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SUMMARY OF BIAS T}I ARTICLES

1983 4/37 L3% of articres were logicar and factual
27/37 87% of articles were biased

1984 74/46 30% of articres were logicar and factual
32/46 70% of articles r{ere biased

1985 2r/49 43% of articles were rogical and factual-
28/19 57% of articLes were biased

PERCENTAGE OF NEUTRAL ARTICLES FoR ALL THREE YEARS: 31%

PERCENTAGE OF BTASED ARTTCLES FOR ALL THREE YEARS z 69%

cpeters
5/25/96
catab
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APPE¡VÐTX

t979

1 981

I 981

I982

I982

198 2

L982

1983

198 3

Time Line for

The History of Child Sexual Abuse

fn Manitoba

Revisions to the ChiId Welfare Act (Manitoba)
resul-ting in
-Iegal definition of child abuse
-reporting requirements for professíonals

Provinc i al Coord i nat,on f or Ch i I d Abuse proEram
estabLished by the Conservative Governnent under
Sterling Lyon. John Chudzik has been the Director
of this program since 1981 ( to the present, 1996 ) .

lïovember. Conservatives defeated hv the New
Democratic Partv majority under Howard pawley.
NDP in government until 1988.

SPecial Provincial Task force established to
review child abuse guÍdelines and examine Child
Protection Advocate concept.

The Provi nci al Advi sonv Cornmi ttee for Chi ld Abuse
(PACCA) expanded to be multi-disciplinary and
advisory to the Ùfinisters' offices.

Child Protection Centre at Health Scienees Centre
est.abl ished

November. Maior Conference on Se'<ual abuse of
Children co-sponsored by four governnent
departments: Community Services, Attorney
General, Hea1th, and Educat,ion. 600 participants.

Muriçf Smith appoi nted Comrnunitv Servi ces
I'f inister. (She was in that role from lg83
l_987 ).

August. Winnipeg Free Press begins a 15 article
run on a Children's Aid Society case where a judge
reprimanded a Social Worker for not being
responsive enough to the signs of child sexual_
abuse, according to the articles,

Feeline Yes. F""Iin* *o program established in the
schools to raise awareness about chii_d sexual_
abuse.

198 3
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I 984

r984

r985

r985

198 5

198 5

198 6

198 7

t 988

r991

1992

cpeteis
I 996

Apri1. Manì toba Gui del i nes on fdentif]¡i nE and
ReÞortins Ch'i I d Abus. released by four
departments: Community Services, Education,
Heal-th, and Attorney Genera_l_. A public carnpaign
was l-aunched promoting a collaborative inter-
disciplinary approach to child abuse

August. BadEl ev ReBort reLeased. Federal Study
with research showing I in 3 girls and l_ in 4 boys
have unwanted sexual experiences before age lg.

ApriJ-.
resulting in 6 regionaL organizations run by 6
community boards.

The public school svstem involved
changes that articulate teachers'
report suspected abuse ( documented
Free Press ) .

in guideline
requirement to
in the Winnipeg

October and November. Five fnfant deaths
investigated by the Medical Examiner and the
Community Services Department.

December. Provincial- Commission recommends
development of Child Protector role.

Chanees to the Child and Fami lv Services Act
resulting in a more central role for child
protection agencies and more power for
investigative social workers to intervene in
fanilies when child abuse is suspected.

S i err rd son -R.e i d Report (Manitoba).
-Recommended Risk Assessment Scal_e which was
introduced.

-Recommended relationship between Provincial
Abuse Coordinator and the Medical Examiner
provide a report on each child death.

NIIP government defeatecl bv the Conservatives
Gary Filmon

chi 1d
to

under

Children's Advocate ProEram establ_ished.

Chi I d and Famil I' Servi ces ( Formerl ]' Chiì dren's Aid
Societv) reorganized into on centralized
organization.
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The Wi-na-ipeg Area Survey Resu_l_ts:

The 1984, 1988 and lg8g survey resul-ts will be reviewed
separately.
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]. 1984 RESULTS

The 1984 results contain attitude questions about crj.me

and wife abuse and suggests attitudes about abuse in
general. The assumption is that this provides

both a community profire about attitudes that are rel-ated to
child sexual abuse and that fa¡nily values are also inplicit
in the respondents answers

al crime: The forlowing item suggests that generally
people were more afraid of someone breaking into their home

than that someone would sexually assault then.

on a scaLe of 0 to 10 with 0 representing "never rvorry"

and l0 representing worry a great deal, for the question
about people's concern about whether a thief will break into
their home, the mean was 3,124 (S. D. 3.0g5). The mean for
the concern about whether someone would .sexuarry assauJ.t

them was 2.663 ( S. D. 5,257'),

Ifhen asked if the respondent was aware of any crimes

that were comnittèd in their neighbourhood in the past year,

the majority said yes. one hundred sixty five out of five
hundred seventy three (165/57J or Zg%') said they were aware

of break and enter in a residence with under $200 stolen.
For murder or attempted murder, 24/ã79 (4%l said y€s, for
assault, L0/573 (Ztt¡ said yês, while rape had 6/5Tg (I%)
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answer yes. This suggests that generalJ_y people feel safe
in their neighbourhoods.

B) wife Abuse: when asked about their best estimate
of the nu¡nber of women who are married or have conmon-law

rerationships who have been abused by their husbands, the

scaled used vras: I most, 2 many, 3 some, 4 few, 5 very few,

and 6 none. The mean e/as 2,gg4 suggesting "some" (S. D.

1.005 ). When these same people were asked to name a

percentage, a wide range of results appeared:

5% = 20/573 50% = J2/573

I0% =

15% =

20% =

25% =

30% =

35% =

57/573

30/573

5r/573

34/573

42/573

r7 /573

60%

65%

= l5/573

= 9/573

40% = J7 /573

percentages

75% = 18/573

80% = 6/573

88% = g3/573

90% = 60/573

this does not include all,
given, rather it is a summary

rn answer to the question, how often do you think this
abuse occurs, the responses were: 220 freguently, Z4S

occasionarly, 43 iärely. (The mean was r.650 and the s. D.

was .631. )

rn answer to the question "in the past, police would

usuarly charge the offender with assault onry if the wife
requested it. under the new directive, police now charge

the offender if there is sufficient evidence of wife abuse
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regardl-ess of the wife's wishes. Do you agree with this new

directive?" The response:

l. strongly agree Zgg/57j
2. agree LgS/579

3. undecided 4Z/ST3

4. disagree Zg/573

5. strongl_y disagree g/575

Those r+ho answered undecided, disagree or strongly
disagree rÁ/ere asked about their views about the following
statements. wife abuse is a famiry problem and should be

handled only by the family. of the g3 who answered, 2 said
they strongly agree, 16 said they agree, 9 said they were

undecided, 43 said they disagree, r3 said they strongry
disagree

Another statement was: rnvolving the police makes the
problem worse than it rearry is. The response was: 4

answered strongÌy agree , 27 answered agree, 2L were

undecided, 27 answered disagree, and 5 ånswered strongly
disagree.

The finar statement was: professional counserling
should be encouraþed in arl cases of wife abuse. The

responses were: 29/83 said strongly agree , Sg/93 said
agree' l0 said they were undecided, 2 said they disagree,
and 2 said they strongly disagree.

rn response to a question about whether they knew of
situations where r{ornen had experienced wife abuse, the
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respondent was asked what the most important reasons were

that the incident was not reported to the porice: of the 3g

who knew of incidents not reported to porice, rz indicated
"fear of reprisar by offender", 4 indicated "too much

embarrassment", 1 indicated they were told in confidence,
and I indicated they did not want to the time to get

involved ( l1 indicated "other" and 2 indicated that it was

OK that the police were not contacted. )

c ) Summary of 1984 Results

What these results suggest is that few adults in
winnipeg in r984 felt a personal fear about being sexuarry
assaul-ted themserves. Awareness of the number of rapes in
the neighbourhood riras quite low (rz¡, which makes sense

considering this is often an embarrassing or secret crime

for the victim.

The information about wife abuse points to a wide

of vaLues, attitudes and inforrnation about prevalence

wife abuse. Of those who didn't agree'with the new

range

of

directive to automatically charge adults who assault their
partners, 56/573 respondents felt that wife abuse is not a

familv probrem. That means that 56/573 or nearly 10% of the

respondents bel-ieve wife abuse is not a famil_y problem which

suggests that they míght consider it an individuar problem,

a societal problem but most Ìikery means they thought it is
not a probrem at arr. This together with the resurts about
porice intervention and counselling as solutions to wife
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abuse suggests that in lgg4, perhaps I0 % of
was not convinced that state intervention in
was appropriate.

the popul_ation

fa¡nily concérns

2 , 1988 Resul_ts :

The first seven statements provide a profire on famir_y

varues. These statements are rated by the respondent on a

Likert-l-ike scare as foll-ows: strongly disagree, disagree,
undecided, agree, and strongLy disagree. The first
statement is: "sometimes we just have to do what is best
for the ones we love, even if they don't like it much a,t the
time". 429/526 (gr%) said agree or strongly agree, 3g/526
disagreed (7%).

The second statement read: "r never miss a family get
together' even if there are other things that r would rather
be doing". 376/5r5 (7s%) said agree or strongr-y agree.
9I/5L5 disagreed (IB%),

The third statement read: "rn decisions on family
natters ' the person whose money pays thè birrs should arways

have the most say". The responses were: 3g6/525 (TJ%) said
disagree or strongly disagree, while LO|/525 said agree or
strongly agree ('This is ZO%).

The fourth statement read: "rf r love somebody r would
do anything for ther¡, even at the risk of going to jail"..
337 /524 (6+x) said strongry disagree or disagree whire
98/525 said they agree or strongly agree (This is lg %).

158
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The fifth statement is: "t./e alr have to make our own

choices and stand on our own feetr êVen if that sometimes

means upsetting those who love us." 449/527 (gS%) answered
agree or strong]-y agree while 36/527 (T%) disagreed or
strongly disagreed.

The sixth statement is: "The onl_y peopre worth herping
are those who g,o out of their way to help me". 442/525
(8+x) said the disagreed or strongly disagreed, while s5/525
agreed (I0%) in sone fashion.

The final statement in this family values section is:
"Family members should always stick together, even if they
disrike each other". The response was: r-co/szl (zg%)

disagree or strongly disagreed, while Zgg/SZ5 (57%) agreed
or strongly agreed.

The only other significant question that speaks to
fanil;' varues in the 19BB survey is summarized as fotl_ows:

"rdeal.ly, at what age of an only child or last chii_d should
a mother feel that it is no ronger necessary to stay home

ful-l-time? Then g categories were read. These are the
results:

4-6 weeks e/íZS (Z%)

I year 46/525 (9%)

2 years 27 / 5ZS ( S't¡

starting kindergarren gT / 525 ( l_g% )

starting grade I IZZ/SZS (ZSX)

starting grade 3 4L/525 (9"Á)

starting junior high 70/525 ( LS%,)
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starting high school 28/525 (Sr"¡

finishing high school_ 53/525 (IO%)

don't know or no response 36/525 (7%l

1988 Ssummary of Results

rn summary, the seven famiry varues iterns provide a

cumulative profile of family relationship attitudes in
winnipeg in 1988. Generarry, there is a trend in these
answers toward a responsibirity of commitment to "famiJ-y
members" even though this is not cJ_early defined. Family
commitment to gathering even though that is not the person,s
desire, sticking together despite not tiking each other, and

doing what's best for family members even when they do not
agree suggest a traditional set of values where people

belong no matter what but are also expected to behave in'
prescribed ways in rel-ation to each other.

77% of those surveyed berieve that, idearr.y, mothers
should stay home untir the last child is in kindergart,en.
The responses to these eight questions duggests that , ãt
least on several items, a strong sense of fanily
connectedness or responsibil-ity to kinship ties existed in
winnipeg in 1988.- There is ar-so a suggestion by the mother
staying home item, famiÌies sticking together, and never
miss a family get together that a strong commitment to
traditionar family values existed at that time. rts
difficult to know what rB% of those surveyed were thinking
when they answered they would go to jail for the person they
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loved, however it suggests either a distrust
system or a distorted or romanticized meaning
tt love tt 

.

SIX ITEMS

Break & enters
SexuaL assault
Family Violence
Child abuse
( sexual physicaL
Street violence
Impaired Driv.
(Note that 6/527

lst RANK

82
60
13

I57

16
70

response )

of the legal

for the word

3rd RANK

78
61
32
76

32
76

3. 1989 SURVEY RESULTS

There is one question that will be revi_ewed. from these
results. rt speaks to pubric attitude about i.ssues of
eoncern that the local police respond to.

The question reads: "There are a variety of issues in
winnipeg which may be of concern to the rocal police
department. what are the three most inport,ant issues of
concern to ¡'ou? (Rank f irst, second, and third).
of the 13 items, six that are most linked to a profil_e of
attitudes about famiry issues wilr be reviewed here:

NO RANK

301
284
420
273

mental )
432
293

g,a.ve no

Znd RANK

54
110

50
69

34
76

rn summary this means that z3o/szr or 44% of the
respondents identified child abuse, famiry violence or
sexual assault as their primary concern for the winnipeg
Police, while only 70/íZL or lg% identified impaired driving
as a primary concern for the police, which is an issues that
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every driver is at risk for, not knowing when an impaired

driver might unexpectedly -l-ose judgement and cause an

accident. This suggests since nearl-y hatf the respond.ents by

1989 identified child abuse and related issues as their
primary concern for winnipeg police, that the awareness

raising campaign identified in this study regarding child
abuse and related sociar issues has been reratively
successful-.
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AmrruÖHr.¡
tl Hu¡unrue

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT DATA
AllA Fact Shect #t

The National Committee to Prevent Child Abuse {NCPCAI, ¡n ¡ts Apr¡l 1995 report, est¡mated that
3'140'0(X) children were reported for abuse andlo¡ neglect to public social service/chilC proteci¡re
services (CPSI agencies throughout the U.S. in 1994. The rate of reponing was 47 ct¡ildren out of
cvcry 1,0O0 children in the U.S. Forty-two states provided data forthe survey. Overalt, the ¡ncrease
in reporting has gone up nearly 6396 since 198S.

Based on data from 40 states, it is estimated that approximately .'t,O(}t,O(þ ctÉldren, or ÍXl96 of child
abu¡e ftporu¡, wete confirmed (substantiatedl for abus€ and/or nsglect. Unsubstantiated
(unconfirmedl repons should not be considered false reports. The primary rsason why reports are not
substantiated is lack of important information about the child, family, and the suspected abuse.

Of those cases where abuse andlor neglect were substant¡ated, services w€re provided in
approximatelv 72To of these c¡¡sss.

ln breaking down all cases by typ€ of abuse, the percentages for l g94 were as follows:

AssocnnoN
Chlldren's DMslon

JUL 21 t995

CHIþ AND FAMILY
SUPPORT

Physical Abu¡c 26Vo
Sorud Abu¡c 11yo
Neglect 45%
EmotionC Abusc 3%
Othcr 15%

Reoortcd Substantiatcd

21%
11Yo
49Yo
3%
16%

2,265,0(X'
2.435,000
2,557,000
2,723,OOOI
2.91 6,000r o(Figurcr rcprc.cnt rd¡u¡tmcnrt madc
3,005,0(Xl' in NCpcA'r r993, r994, 1996 rcporc.)

The 'other'category includes cases such as abandonment, educational neglect, ¿epen¿ãñõããotner
situations which ars not specified in the initial report to child protective services.

From .l976 to 1987, the American Human€ Association coltected the reporting data from the states
under a federal grant. ln 1976, an cstimated 669,000 childrcn were reported to ch¡ld protective
services, and in 1987, thc figurc had incrcasrd to 2,178,000 chitdrcn. The numbers sinca 1987 were
collected by NCPCA and are as follows:

1988
1989

- 1990
1991
1992
1993

The National Child Abuse and Neglect Data System (NCANDSI project, funded by the National Center
on Child Abuse and Neglect (NCCAN), at the U.S. Department of Health anrj Human Services, collects
more detailed national data from the states.

In Child MCtreatnent 1993: Reports from thc Statcs to ütc National Center on Child Abusc and
Neglcct, released in April 1995 by NCANDS, the estimated number of children reported for child abuse
andlo¡ neglect was 2.9 million, with approximately I,018,692 of these cases substantiated {confirmedl
for abuse after investigation. (Because this report contains detailed data that requires mors t¡m6 to
analyze, 1993 is the latest year for which these types of statistics are available.l

ó3 lnverness Drtue Eåst' Englewood, Colorado 8Ol l2-51 17 .303/79?-99æ. F¿x 3O3/792-5333
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APPENDTX L'

Organizations contacted for

Phone Interviews

Child Protection Centre Margot Buck
CitV Police Youth Division Anonymous
Manitoba Adol-escent Treatment Centre Diane Hoffnan
Manitoba Teachers Society & Fort Garry S. D. (anonymous)
Klinic Tirn f{al-l-
Winnipeg ChiId and FamiIy Services Elaine GeImon/Cathy

Hudek

(t'lote: See Appendix D for brief descriptions of the role of
these organízations in the social service community).

The above organizations were contacted and after
introductions the receptionist was asked who the best person
would be to discuss information on policies and procedures
on child sexual abuse during the 1980 t s. rntroduct,ions were
then made to that person and a brief description of the
project and interest in these poricies. A conversation then
occurred involving these questions: Does your otganization
have policies or guidelines that have been developed
specifically about child sexual abuse? When were they
developed and changed? what were the reasons for deveroping
them and changing them? Could you send me copies of the
guidelines or changes?

After the respondent was thanked, they were told they coul_d
access a sumnary of the results if they rdere interest,ed when.
the project was completed.

The forlowing summarizes the results from each organi zation:

A. CHILD PROTECTTON CENTRE (CPC)

During the 1980's, staff from the cPC sat on the provincial
advisory comnittee (now known as P.A.C.C.A. ) and were
involved in some policy decisions. fn addition, CpC
developed brochures which provided information regarding the
services offered by the CPC abuse unit, protocols for
diagnosing abuse, and suggestions to parents and
professionals re how to talk to abused children.

some of the cPC brochures developed in the 1980's have been
or are in the process of being revised. The most
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controversial material in the 1980 t s brochures rerated to r )the characteristics or indicators of abused children and zl
the philosophical position developed regarding sexually
abused children - that is, that the child shoul_d always be
believed. Experience has shown that non-specific indicators
of sexual- abuse should not be automatically considered
abuse. For example, a red vagina may be an indicator of
abuse but it could indicate many other things. Likewise
psychoJ-ogical indicators of nightmares, excessive clinging
etc are not necessariry indicators of abuse but of anxiety
the task now is to explore whet,her or not the anxiety comes
frorn sexual abuse

The philosophicar position developed in the L980's was based
on two factors. Most adult, survivors of sexual abuse said
that they had not been believed as children. Child
protection staff wanted to change this inage, i.e. that
children were not to be believed about sexuaL abuse. But
the underlying prenise in the 1980's was that a young child
couLd not know details of sexual behavior unless they had
experienced it. Thus the premise of "believe the child"
remains, it is no longer sacrosanct. Today, considerably
more exploration of statements made by the child and the
parents woul-d be part of regular practise.

With experience we have learned:
I ) that when chil-dren make a comment about a touch to

the genital a.rea,, the publ íe/parents who are overly alerted
to sexual abuse often do not explore the meaning of the
comment. l{ith explorations, it beeomes clear, that some
children are being touched in t,he context of normal
toileting procedures. Occasionally parents who have
themselves been victims of sexual abuse feel that it is
inevitabre that children get abused and interpret a child's
vague statement as abuse.

2) that while it remains valid that very young children
couldn't have adult sexual knowledge without involvement,
there has been a vast change in childrents sexuar knowledge
from the 1980's to the I990's. Children as young as 12
years old are now sexually active, they tal_k to younger
siblings about "doing it" and describe sexual intercourse to
young children. Children also watch pornographic videos or
other adult movies. - fn other words sexual intercourse is
now known in detail by nany younger ehildren, and some
preschoolers live where the conversation, the songs, the
videos are often related to adult sexual experience.

3 ) that it, is important to note that small_ children do
not lie about sexuar matters that they tell their story in
a manner that is meaningful to then. ft is up to the
professionals to explore the story - to understand its
meaning and where and how the child got their information.
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The media paid a great deal- of attention to sexuar abuse,
far greater than they had to physical_ abuse. But media
enphasis on sexual abuse aLso raised a panic in the general
community. some people feared that there were molesters
everywhere. sex with children was, and is, apparling to thegeneral public in a way that physical abuse is not. Mostpeople can imagine that they courd hit a child, therefore
physical abuse was and remains more understandable to thegenerar pubric and professionars arike. Few professionals
wanted to work in the area of physicar abuse in the rg7o's.
rt r^ras a very isolated profession with very li¡nited support
from other professionals or the community. rn the lg80's
sexual abuse with its rarge referral rate, caused physical
abuse to receive minimar attention. And it is onry in the
I990's that physical abuse has agáin become a focus of
attention.

over the years the medicar profession has researched the
physical signs of sexual abuse and there is now much more
internationar interest and consensus as to what scarred,
marks on the genitalia mean. The initial difficurty for the
medicar profession hras that no studies of normal genitaria
were available when services to sexually abused chirdren
started. Whether sexual abuse was over diagnosed is
difficult to say. At the present ti¡ne there is a three year
decrine in cPC sexual abuse statistics. physical abuse now
represents 50% of the CPC abuse statistics.

B. CTTY POLICE

A sargent on duty in the Youth Division explained that theporice department follows the crininar code and arso the
Provincíal Guidelines for reporting and investigati.on.
There have been 2 changes in the crininar code that have
affected how people who abuse children are charged. Theprovincial guidelines now require that CHILD AND FAMILY
sERvrcEs does the init,ial investigation with smal-r chirdren
and then when they can deternine that an offense has
occurred, then cHrLD AND FAMTLY sERvrcEs refers back to the
Porice for video interviews. The police department uses it,s
discretion to determine whether a video is made of the
interview for evidence for court.

See documentation attached

C. MANITOBA ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTRE

The organízation started accepting referrals in october Ig84
even though the planning had occurred for more than ¿ decade
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before that time. The provincial guidelines that were
developed in 1986 were followed, however it soon became
clear that the organízation needed its or{rn guidelines
because there was confusion for staff about when to report
suspected abuse. Because the organízation encompasses
psychiatry, nedical services, and counselling treatment
services, the issues of confídentiality, when to report
abuse, and when consent of the client was required all
needed to be clarified for employees at the centre.

fn 1989 the organization deveJ-oped guidelines about how to
enact t,he provincial- guiderines. Thís incruded Éuiderines
about what circumstances employees were required to report
to authorities. fn 1991 provincial legisl_ation changed
(PACCA-Provincial Advisory Council on Child Abuse),
Reporting venues r,üere changed (abuse was to be reported to
Chil-dren's Aid directly and previously had to be reported to
the Police). A cLause had also been included that any
person in a position of trust has the responsibility to
report disclosures of abuse. These changes were then
reflect,ed in the organization's policies as weII. The
organization has Accreditation Reviews every 2 years and all
policies a?e reviewed at that time and updated for
clarification.

D. MANTTOBA TEACHER'S SOCIETY & FORT GARRY SCHOOL DTVTSION

The Manitoba Teacher's society is short staffed and were not
abl-e to provide a terephone interview however they were abl-e
to send copies of their child sexual abuse guidelines and
updates.

Because ninima.l- contextual information about the guiderine
development was available from THE MANfTOBA TEACHER'S
SOCIETY, the Fort Garry S. D. was also contacted. This was
the Educational rnstitution most frequently nentioned in the
Winnipeg Free Press Articles,

The Fort Gamy S. D. also was unwilling to comment about the
context of the guidelines, however provided documentation
about the guÍdelines and policies developed in the early
1980's and indicated that they have not been revised but are
stiLl- effective as originally implemented.

See attached documentation

E. KLTNTC

This organization does not counsel children but counsels
adults. fn the early 1980's they began to ask adults who
presented with a wide variety of issues whether they had a
history of chil-d sexual abuse and many of them said yes.
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Earlier on 98% of the adurts who had a history of sexual
abuse r{ere women. More recentJ-y about 25% of the adurts who
have a history of child sexual abuse that is still
negativeJ-y affecting their present life are men.

one issue that the organízation struggred with and clarified
about 14 years ago ( 1984 ) , was that when the adults who were
addressing their own chíldhood history of sexual abuse
described that the adult who had abused them was still
involved wíth children in a rel-ationship of trust, the
counsellors were in a dilemma. They were torn between
maintaíning the confidentiality of the adult client, who
often did not want the information to be reported to
authorities, and the other issue was that there were still
children at risk and the information did need to be reported
(tegalIy). There was one memorable neeting in the
organizat-íon where volunteer counselLors were polarized on
what to do and the decisíon was made that the organization
did have an obligation to protect children who were at risk
and that every effort would be made to do so by maintaining
the therapeutic relationship with the adult client and
hopefully encouraging her,/him to call themselves. (This
guideline on.l-y hold true when there is detailed informat,ion
availabl-e about both the adult person who has a history of
abusing children and also the, children who are at risk).
This set a precedent and clarified an issue that staff had
poLatized views about. Several volunteers resigned their
involvement about this decision, however this protocol is
stilI followed today.

I was unable to obtain wrítten documentation about this
organizational- protocol .

F, WfNNfPEc CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES (formerly Children's
Aid Society).

This organization is the child protection investigation and
case planning agency in Winnipeg. Keith Cooper is the
Executive Director.

After speaking to Keith Cooper who was not with the agency
in the 1980's, he suggested I speak with Elaine Ge1mon who
is presently an Area Director in the southwest region of
Winnipeg and formerly supervised one of the Abuse Units.
She described how the agency went through organizational
changes during the l-980's. fn Aprit 1985 the different
regions were created with separate organizational
structures. fn June I991 six agencies were recentralized
into Winnipeg ChiId and Fami-ly Services.

One of the central- struggles that Elaine Gelmon recalls was
the reorganization of the Abuse Registry. fn the mid 1980's
there was a court challenge in l{innipeg that resulted in
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changes to the existing abuse registry. prior to the
chaJ-1enge, the registry was naintained by the director of
child wel-fare. rndividual- workers with their supervisors
concluded whether or not abuse occurred. Based on their
conclusions the names of alleged victims and alleged
offenders were entered on to the registry. Neither had to
be notified. Neither had the right to an appear. Following
the court decision to change the registry, the existing
names on the registry were purged, unless they were the
result of a conviction. New legislation and reguJ.ations
required the establishment of child abuse committees within
each chil-d werfare agency comprised of abuse coordinators,
police representatives, education professionars, and medicaL
professionals. A further requirement was that the suspected
cases of chil-d abuse be brought to these committees. There
are three ways names go forward to the registry: the result
of a criminal convictíon, the results of a child protection
court hearing, and the findings of an agency abuse
commíttee. After due deliberation these committees take a'fornal vote and based on â quorum and a najority vote,
alleged victims and offender names go forward to the agency
director who signs the required forms which are forwarded to
the director. The director then notifies the alleged
offender and victim that their names have come forward and
advises them of their right to appeal. If they wish to
appeal, the case is heard by a provincial review panel.

There has long been a debate as to the wisdom of placing the
names of alleged vict,ins on the abuse registry. The debate
is two-fold. From a pragmatic point of view, the registry,s
main purpose is to assist in the protection of children.
Therefore one opinion is that there is no use to having
the child's name on a registry. ff the child experiences
being on the registry as false, then the appeal process
coul-d be lengthy, involving months of testimony, perhaps
even in the presence of the offender. This point of view is
opposed to a registry for victims. From another viewpoint,
the registry could assist professionals involved in
protecting children because there is a central Iist,
containing the history of a child's experiences with abuse.
This coul-d result in more coordinated and accurate case
planning

Gelmon pointed out that report,ing rates have gone from ZL
cases ín 1977 to many, many more today. When asked why, she
stated professíonals were not comfortable accepting that it
coul-d happen and so did not open the possibiLity for
children to disclose. rt was in this context that there was
a training session pranned for professionars in the field of
child welfare. Thís session was secretively organized.
Gelmon believes that the secretiveness was necessary at that
time because professionals were so uncomfortable with the
idea that children r{ere being sexually abused. As
professionals became more acquainted with the dynamics and
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effects of child sexuar abuse, it became acceptable to ask
about the history of abuse and chíldren were given
permÍssion to say it was happening to them. This is not
specific to chíl-d welfare workers but includes helping
professionals as a whore. Reports in the media, tel-evision,
and the movies made it more acceptable to talk openly about
child sexual abuse and more possible for people to report
alleged abuse.

The pendulun has sl{tung back and forth. Abuse reportíng and
abuse workers sometimes take on a life of their own. An
example of this is evident in child physical abuse where
some people believe that a bruise in itself a sign of abuse.
Another viewpoint holds that the context in which the bruise
occurred must be assessed to examine intent. Abuse
committees are struggJ-ing with the meaning of this word
"intent" as many professionals believe there must be intent
as well as injury to constitute abuse.

Another dynamic in the process that the profession had gone
through where social workers went through a period of
identifying abuse histories in the majority of child
welfare cases is connected to specializatíon, according to
Gelmon. Each specialty recognizes its own "diagnosis" or
assessment in social problems. For example, surgeons may
see surgery as the only course of treatment for a particular
ailment. fn the case of awareness raising about child
abuse, the helping professions are in danger of concluding
that the central- íssue is abuse when other alternative
explanations nay be more appropriate and more amenabre to
successful changes for the client population.

cathy Hudek, a regional- supervisor in the northwest region
of the $linnipeg child and Faniry services Agency remembers
that reporting rates began increasing just, before the
decentral-ization in the Agency. The reorganizatíon process
was very difficult for direct service providers. There was
little planning prior to decentral_ízatíon about how to
maintain the service. There r4ras no forewarning that the
changes would affect direct service providers t jobs so
directly. The speciãiization process that, had begun in sorue
areas was disbanded end workers became generic again. This
meant initial confusion and fear for many workers who were
in new circumstances doing unfamiriar investigations that
they were not trained for.

whenever the Feeling Yes, Feering No presentation occurred
in the schools, there was an imnediate new set of
disclosures. Her explanation for this is that speaking
openly about abuse broke down the usual barriers to
disclosing for young children, isolation, shame and guilt,
not being believed and kids had words to describe the abuse
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they were experiencing. There was a forum in which it was
safe to teÌl someone who could help the abuse to stop. She
has not experienced the school programs as J_eading to false
disclosures. However there are some unfounded allegations
due to misunderstandings about what the child has said or
the context of a child's comments r,ì¡ere misunderstood. Also
indicators of abuse in the past may no longer be clear
indicators of abuse. For example, when a child says, daddy
touched me, that this is not referring to a bathing process
where parents would inevitably touch their chil_dren which
woul-d not necessarily constitute abuse. These situations
must be carefully investigated and distinguished by
investigatíve workers.

5/r5/96
c. peters


